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ABSTRACT
"Das Verhaeltnis der Utopie zur Realitaet":
Three Plays by Peter Hacks

by William S. Lewis

In this thesis I attempt,

by means of a close analysis of

three plays which Hacks wrote over a ten year period,
his quasi-programmatio statement,
.

.

to define

"Gegenstand der juengsten Kunst

. ist das Verhaeltnis der Utopie zur Realitaet,"

in terms of

his dramatic praxis.
Hacks's plays are constructed around the contrast between an
ahistorical protagonist who embodies the utopian ideal of the Restored
Man,

a concept derived from the philosophical communism of the early

writings of Marx,

and Historical Man who,

limited and self-estranged

as an inescapable consequence of his historicity,
short of the ideal.

Yet Hacks is neither a dreamy utopian nor an

advocate of conservative political realism.
rather,

must always fall

is "zukunftsgerichtetes Tun,"

What he advocates,

historical action which is

given impulse and direction by the conflict between historical real¬
ity and the utopian design.
Thus,

the central idea in Hacks's later plays is the principle

of perpetual revolution,

of the continual transformation of histor¬

ical reality according to a utopian design.
then,

The second contrast,

which underlies his plays and which assumes primary importance

in Amphitryon and Omphale is the dialectic of stasis and change,

the

contradiction between the revolutionary spirit,which seeks to negate

and transcend existing reality,
ness,

and complacency and false conscious¬

which idealize and preserve an inauthentic status quo.
Having established that there is a continuity of motifs and

characters which unites the three plays (in spite of a change of
subject-matter

from Tassow.

in which Hacks deals explicitly and

critically with the socialist present,
plays,

to his later mythological

the subject-matter of which has no immediate connection with

the social reality of East Germany),

I explore the social critical

implications of Hacks's treatment of the "Verhaeltnis der Utopie zur
Realitaet."

The "dialectical method of negation and going beyond,"

the principle of perpetual revolution which his protagonists em¬
body,

is inherently critical of the conservatism of political power.

Thus Hacks attacks,

explicitly in Tassow and by implication and

allusion in Amphitryon and Omphale.

the conplacency and false con¬

sciousness of the Party which impede the development of socialism
and the evolution towards communism.

One can view his mythological

plays as examples of Hacks's use of "Sklavensprache" to make a crit¬
ical statement in an indirect way in order to protect himself against
the disfavor of the Party and possible repressive administrative
measures.
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INTRODUCTION

"Gegenstand der juengsten Kunst,”

writes Hacks in the foreword to a

collection of his theoretical essays,
Utopie zur Realitaet."^-

”... ist das Verhaeltnis der

In this thesis I shall analyze three plays

which Hacks wrote over a period of about ten years—Moritz Tassow (1961) ,
Amphitryon (1968),

and Omphale (1970) — in order to identify the prin¬

cipal themes and motifs with which Hacks gives dramatic expression to
the underlying problem of the "Verhaeltnis der Utopie zur Realitaet."
A close reading of the three plays reveals that the constellation of
characters and the principal themes of Amphitryon and Omphale are, to
a great extent,

the same as those of Tassow.

although in the two

later plays Hacks turns away from giving dramatic treatment to the
socialist present or immediate past (e.g. the explicitly social crit¬
ical and hence controversial plays Die Sorgen und die Macht and Tassow-)
and draws his subject-matter from Greek mythology.
to Hacks,

Yet,

according

what matters in a literary work is not so much the subject-

matter as the writer's "Haltung" which is revealed in his treatment of
his subject: "... das Drama [will] nicht auf Informationen ueber
die Welt,

sondern auf Informationen ueber die Haltung des Autors zur

Welt hinaus."2

The continuity of the principal themes and characters

which is evident in the three plays suggests that Hacks's "Haltung zur
Welt,"

which in Tassow is clearly social critical,

is to a large ex-

Ipeter Hacks,
Das Poetische; Ansaetze zu einer post-revolutionaeren
Dramaturgie.
edition suhrkamp,
544
(Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp Verlag,
1972), p. 10.
2

Ibid.,

p. 75.
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tent,

the same in the later mythological plays.

One suspects--and

I offer this as a possible explanation for Hacks’s use of historical
(e.g. Margarete in Aix) or mythological subject-matter in his postTassow plays--that Hacks’s intention in Amphitryon and Omphale is to
criticize certain attitudes and tendencies (primarily,
clusively,

but not ex¬

those of the East German political establishment) which

are detrimental to the development of socialism and the evolution
towards communism;

but that in his later plays,

having learned a

lesson from the official displeasure provoked by the explicitly crit¬
ical plays Die Sorgen und die Macht and Tassow.
subject-matter,

he uses a ’’neutral”

one which has no apparent connection with the social

reality of East Germany,

to present his "criticism from the Left.”

In this sense one can consider Amphitryon and Omphale to be social
critical parables,

plays written in "Sklavensprache.*’

explicit reference to the socialist present,
believe,

By avoiding

Hacks has attempted, I

to protect himself against further criticism from the Party

and possible repressive administrative measures.
It may be inferred from his statement that art deals with the "Verhaeltnis der Utopie zur Realitaet" that Hacks’s stance vis-a-vis reality
(and by this I mean the reality of the socialist society and state
which Hacks chose as his home in 1955) is a critical one.
he writes,

”lebt von den Fehlem der Welt.

weinen macht,
however,
3

Ibid.,

"Kunst,”

Ob sie uns lachen oder

wir belachen oder beweinen Abschaffenswertes.”3 This should

by no means be taken to mean that Hacks’s plays belong to the
p. 10.
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"Literatur des boesen Blicks,"1*
of the existing order.

to the literature of radical negation

The contradiction between utopia and reality,

between the ideal and the actual implies criticism,
arily total rejection,

of a given reality.

"Feindschaft des Denkbaren zum Machbaren” is,
political conditions of East Germany,

a

but not necess¬

Indeed,

for Hacks the

under the social and

,T

befreudeteTt one.-’

(In this

respect there appears to have been a change in Hacks's attitude during
the nine years which separate Tassow and Omphale.

which becomes evi¬

dent when one compares the "boshafte Schlusswendung”® of Tassow with
the unquestionably optimistic ending of Omphale.)
humane,

ordered society,

The vision of a

a society one step closer to communism, with

which Omphale ends and numerous passages in his essays make it clear
that Hacks’s stance vis-a-vis the German Democratic Republic is affirm¬
ative as well as critical:
Der grundsaetzliche Unterschied zwischen der Jetztzeit und anderen
kunstfreundlichen Epochen besteht darin, dass von dem fruchtbaren
Widerspruch zwischen Fug und Unfug in alien vormaligen Gesellschaftszustaenden der Unfug die Hauptseite war, und dass es heute der
Fug ist.^
^Hans Mayer uses this expression in ’’Die Literatur der DDR und ihre
Widersprueche,” in Zur deutschen Literatur der Zeit (Hamburg: Rowohlt
Verlag, 1967), pp. 374-394-. Mayer asks ”. . . ob Negativitaet der
Position heute die einzige Moeglichkeit blieb fuer einen Schriftsteller,
hueben wir drueben, der Erbaulichkeiten und Verklaerungen hasst.”
(P. 392).
-’Hacks,

Das Poetische.

p. 10.

^Hans-Georg Werner, "Ueberlegungen zum Verhaeltnis von Individuum und
Gesellschaft in den Stuecken von Peter Hacks,” Weimarer Beitraege.
4 (1974) : 54.
^Hacks,

Das Poetische.

p. 10.
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In the German Democratic Republic,

according to Hacks,

the antagon¬

istic contradictions of capitalism have been overcome and the foundations for a truly humane society have been laid.

TT

Von Hacks gibt

es das Wort vom realen Sozialismus als der ’besten aller Wirklichkeiten'."®

That may well be,

his attitude is a positive,
out in his foreword,
muss

and in so far as Hacks accepts this,

affirmative one.

beste aller moeglichen Welten.”®

present,

.

dass sie schlechter ist als die
In this sense Hacks’s position is

while recognizing the positive aspects of the socialist

he refuses to idealize and glorify it as the best of all

possible worlds,
".

as he points

”... auch die beste aller wirklichen Welten

einen Fehler behalten: den,

critical for,

However,

as communism achieved.

Like Tassow’s,

Hacks’s

. Geschaeft/Betrifft das Kuenftige’’^®and its productive contra¬

dictions to the present.

The contradiction
and reality,

between the future and the present,

is a productive one indeed.

between utopia

For awareness of the dis¬

crepancy between the ideal and the actual provides the impulse for all
change and development;

and,

as Hacks points out,

’’die Utopie hat

keine andere Weise zu existieren als in einer sich zu ihr hin entwickelnden Realitaet

^Hermann Kaehler, "Ueberlegungen zu Komoedien von Peter Hacks,” Sinn
und. Form. 2 (1972) , rpt. in Peter Hacks Ausgewaehlte Dramen (Berlin and
Weimar: Aufbau Verlag, 1972), pp. 413-49-9. Passage in reference p. 447.
®Hacks,

Das Poetische.

p. 10.

lOHacks, Ausgewaehlte Dramen. p. 189. Subsequent references to this
edition of Hacks's plays will appear in the text.

11 Hacks,

Das Poetische.

p. 10.
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Hacks’s position in his later plays is well-characterized in the foll¬
owing passage about the younger generation of East German writers:
Veraenderung ist das Zauberwort, unter dem sich vomehmlich die zweite und dritte Generation als Einheit versteht:
Veraenderung auf einen "reinen" Sozialismus hin,
an dem
gemessen das Bestehende bestenfalls eine Vorstufe, schlimmstenfalls ein Irrweg ist.^2
As we shall see,

the principal motif in HacksTs later plays is the

contradiction between self-complacent, "static” characters and charac¬
ters who embody the "dialectical method of negation and going beyond."
By making the rigidity and complacency of such characters as Blasche,
Mercury and Iphicles appear ridiculous and by giving concrete embod¬
iment to the priciple of perpetual change in his positive figures
(Tassow, Jupiter, Hercules) ,

Hacks criticizes and satirizes all

forms of narrow dogmatism and false consciousness.

At the same time

he attempts to develop the revolutionary consciousness of his audiences
by making them aware of the contradiction between the socialist present
and the communist future,
reality.

Thus,

by reminding them of the imperfection of all

Hacks contributes in his own way to the development

of a "socialist consciousness" which,

he writes,

”... wird sich durch

einen ausgepraegten Sinn fuer Entwicklung auszeichnen: fuer die Veraenderbarkeit aller Zustaende,

auch positiver Zustaende."XJ

To anticipate the results of my analysis of the three plays: Hacks
develops the basic theme of the "Verhaeltnis der Utopie zur Realitaet"
in terms of the contradictory relationship of an extraordinary individual
■‘•‘Werner Brettschneider,
Zwischen literarischer Autonomie und Staatsdienst: Die Literatur der DDR (Berlin: Erich Schmidt Verlag,
1972),
p. 266.
■^Hacks,

Das Poetische.

p. 41.
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(Tassow,

Jupiter,

"Restored”

Hercules) who embodies the Marxist ideal of the

(i.e. authentic, unalienated) Man to an inauthentic,

alienated society.

His latest plays,

he writes,

"... beschaeft-

igen sich mit dem emanzipierten Menschen und seinen Widerspruechen
zu einer nicht oder nicht vollkommen emanzipierten Gesellschaft
A corollary of this is the contradiction between the Restored Man of
utopia who,

by definition,

is ahistorical and Historical Man who is

self-estranged as an inescapable consequence of his historicity.
ally,

Fin¬

the third and perhaps most important aspect of the basic theme

is the contradiction between perpetual change and stasis,

between

revolutionary content and conservative form.

Let us briefly examine

each of these aspects of the central problem,

the "Verhaeltnis der

Utopie zur Realitaet."

Hacks's later plays deal with the "emanzipierte Haltung,”
"Haltung des wiederhergestellten Menschen.”-*-®
emancipated or restored individual,
in the next chapter,
14

Ibid.,

p. 92.

with the

This concept of the

which will be explained further

is taken from the philosophical communism-*-® of
15

Ibid.

-*-®In Philosophy and Myth in Karl Marx. 2nd ed. (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1972), Robert C. Tucker distinguishes between the
"philosophical communism" of Marx’s early writings—the Economic and
Philosophical Manuscripts of 1899--and the "scientific socialism" of
Marx and Engels: "The most conspicuous difference between the two
Marxisms
is that self-alienated man, who was the central subject of
original Marxism,
disappears from view in the later version.
In fact
mature Marxism is a mental world from which man seems to be absent"
(p. 165).
It is to philosophical communism that "a number of so-called
'revisionists,'
disillusioned by the Stalinist outcome of Russian
communism," have turned "in search of a morally meaningful Marxism"
(P. 168).

7

Marx’s early writings and refers to man’s overcoming of all forms of
alienation and his recovery of his authentic human essence in communism.
The eschatological view of history which underlies Hacks’s later plays
is that of the young Marx for whom "the act of world history is a moral
story of man’s loss of himself and ultimate recovery of himself or re¬
demption in communism."-*-7

Or,

in Hacks’s words:

Dieses natuerliche Wesen nimmt den Gang durch die Geschichte,
am Ende welcher zwiespaeltigen und verlustreichen Bewegung
die Wiederherstellung desselben natuerlichen Wesens, unendlich
bereichert urn die Gaben der gesamten Menschheit,stehen wird.l^
Hacks’s view of history and his concern with man’s alienation from him¬
self and ultimate recovery of his authentic humanity in the communist
utopia bring him close to the ideological position of the so-called
revisionists who have turned to the humanistic philosophy of the young
Marx as an—to be sure,

Marxist—alternative to the dogmatism and

inhumanity of institutional communism.

That Hacks’s "revisionist"

view of man and history brings him at odds with the communist orthodoxy
becomes quite clear from the following passage from Hermann Kaehler’s
essay on Hacks’s comedies.

With regard to Tassow.

Kaehler writes

that "die revolutionaere buergerliche Utopie" pursues
. . . das laecherliche Geschaeft, den Sozialismus, der laengst
Wissenschaft und die groesste reale historische Bewegung geworden
ist, zu "reutopisieren,” ihn zurueckzuverwandeln in einen femen
Traum.
In der Praxis ist das das Geschaeft des Antikommunismus
und Antisowjetismus . . . Zu dieser Praxis gehoert, dass man
bestrebt ist, die Klassiker des Marxismus gegen die Realitaet
des Marxismus auszuspielen, dass man zu einer immanenten Kritik
des Sozialismus greift.-*-^
17

p. 165.

■^Hacks,

Das Poetische.

Ibid.,

19 Kaehler,

p. 431.

p. 130.
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Later I shall take up the question whether it is justifiable to regard.
Hacks’s mythological plays as social critical parables or whether they
are simply to be understood as statements of universal human problems.
The tone and wording of Kaehler’s criticism,

however,

should indic¬

ate that the difference between Hacks’s ideological position,
as I believe I am able to show,
plays,

is substantially the same in all three

and orthodox Marxism-Leninism,

tached academic controversy.
phere of East Germany,
shows,

which,

are not simply a matter of de¬

In the intellectually repressive atmos¬

as the case of Robert Havemann and many others

philosophical unorthodoxy is necessarily a question of politics;

and thus Hacks’s public statement of a revisionist or quasi-revisionist
position in his plays is necessarily a political act.
aware of this fact,
art,

he writes,

as passages in his essays show.

"... ist eine Haltung anzubieten;

Hacks is clearly
The purpose of
hier schlaegt

die Sache um in Politik. "*•*-*

Hacks conceives of the contradiction between utopia and reality in terms
of the contradiction between the authentic, unalienated individual of
communism and representatives of a society in which various forms of
self-alienation still exist.

This contradiction is realized dramati¬

cally in the contrast between characters who personify the Marxist ideal
of the Restored Man (Tassow, Jupiter, Hercules) and characters who repre¬
sent an inauthentic, alienated reality (the agricultural workers of the
estate Gargentin, Amphitryon, Iphicles).

In Tassow.

Hacks works out

the difference between Tassow's authentic humanity and the still alien¬
ated,

inauthentic lives of the agricultural workers rather concretely

in terms of their contrasting attitudes about private property,

^^Hacks,

Das Poetische.

p. 91.

work,
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and individual freedom vs. the needs of the collective.

Tassow,

example,

self-determ¬

regards work as spontaneous,

self expressive,

ined creative activity ("Selbstbetaetigung") while the workers,

for

whose

attitudes and values have been formed by their alienated existence in
a feudal society,

still think of it as something alien and external

to their human essence.

In Amphitryon and Omphale.

however,

Hacks

simplifies and generalizes the contrast between authentic and inauth¬
entic humanity by using unrestrained,

passionate sensual love as a

"Zeichen fuer die totale Emanzipation"^ : a character1 s authenticity
or inauthenticity,

in other words,

ship with the opposite sex.
reflected in his rigid,

Thus,

manifests itself in his relation¬
Amphitryon’s self-estrangement is

formalistic relationship with Alcmene.

(There

are two other aspects of sensual love as Hacks presents it in Amphitryon
and Omphale which correspond to the other two facets of the central
problem of the "Verhaeltnis der Utopie zur Realitaet": sensual love is
a spontaneous,

purposeless,

self-expressive activity which proceeds

according to its own rules and takes place outside of "profane” history;
and,

as "des Chaos Tochter,"

it is a revolutionary force which contin¬

ually transforms actuality back into potentiality.)
alienated humanity,

Authentic,

which Hacks’s protagonists embody,

un¬

is a utopian

ideal which can never be completely realized in history :
Beide,
der natuerliche Mensch wie die humane Utopie werden
in der historischen Wirklichkeit nicht angetroffen.
Sie
existieren in der Vergangenheit und in der Zukunft, vielleicht
auch nur in der Erinnerung und in der Hoffnung.
Sie sind
zwei gedachte Gegenentwuerfe zur Welt.22

‘Werner,
^Hacks,

p. 61.
Das Foetische.

p. 131.
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Hacks’s positive characters,

then,

who properly belong to the Golden

Age of ’’veritable being which begins when history as such ends/’^are
by their very nature ahistorical beings.

Tassow remained silent and

inactive under Hitler (unlike Mattukat who took part in the resistance
against the Nazis) and withdraws from immediate historical-social act¬
ivity after his commune fails;

Jupiter is a god and stands by defin¬

ition outside of profane history;

and Hercules’ attempt at self-real¬

ization means that he must repudiate his role as hero and withdraw
from the sphere of historical activity.

Tassow’s,

Jupiter’s,

and

Hercules’ authenticity is only possible because these characters stand
outside of history,
Bewegung,”

apart from this

’’zwiespaeltigen und verlustreichen

for a necessary consequence of man’s historicity is self¬

estrangement.

History is both "the developmental process or act of

becoming”^^of the human species and man’s loss of self.

This is the

thought which underlies the allegory of the foot with which Amphitryon
attempts to explain and justify himself when Jupiter reproaches him
with his inauthenticity :
Ein Fuss,
lehrt aeskulap,
er bleibt vollkommen,
Von sanfter Haut,
schoenzehig, hoch gewoelbt,
Wenn er nie geht.
Der unbenutzte Fuss
Nur ist ganz Fuss.
Aber ihm fehlt doch eins:
Das Gehen, und soil Fuss sein, was nicht geht?
(p. 355)
To summarize the last two paragraphs: the utopian ideal of the Restored
Man is embodied in Hacks’s positive characters whom Hacks contrasts
with representatives of historical reality who are estranged from their
human essence as a consequence of their role in history,

^Tucker,

2^Ibid.

p. 151.

of their
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historicity.

The Restored Man of utopia,

on the one hand, and self-

estranged Historical Man on the other: with this we have both sides
of the contradiction between reality and utopia,

an ultimately unre-

solvable contradiction which Jupiter formulates at the end. of Amphitryon
as the problem of synthesizing "unkraeftige Schoenheit und unschoene
Kraft"

(p. 357).

With this unsolvable contradiction between the ideal and the actual,
Hacks appears to have led us into a kind of existential cul-de-sac,
and our response should be,

like AmphitryonT s,

one of frustrated res¬

ignation: "Es ist von solchem Ernst die Welt beschaffen,/Dass nur ein
Gott vermag,

ein Mensch zu sein"

(p. 356).

Indeed,

the basic con¬

flict in each play is similar to that of a "Schicksalstragoedie,"
whereby the inexorable law of fate has been replaced by history.
TassowTs and Hercules’ utopian undertakings,

for example,

trated by the demands of their historical situation.
not static.

The world can be changed,

Both

are frus¬

But history is

and thus the underlying tragic

situation is qualified by the optimistic perspective of progress,
development towards a higher,

more humane stage of history.

man can never reach a paradisical state of authentic being,

of

Although
he can

overcome specific forms of alienation and inauthenticity and so reduce
the gap between the actual and the ideal.
later plays,

then,

is change,

The key concept in Hacks’s

development: ’’Die Utopie hat keine

andere Weise zu existieren als in einer sich zu ihr hin entwickelnden
Realitaet."

Thus,

it is not the possibility or impossibility of the

ultimate resolution of the contradiction between reality and utopia
which concerns Hacks,

but the contradiction itself "als Hebei zur

12

Veraenderung der Welt,"25as the motor for all change and development.
Ernst Fischer characterizes well Hacks’s position when he writes:
The socialist artist believes man’s potential for development
to be unlimited, without, however, believing in an ultimate
’’paradise state”—without indeed even wanting the fruitful
dialectic of contradiction ever to come to an end.26
The third and,

in my opinion,

most important corollary of the problem

of the ’’Verhaeltnis der Utopie zur Realitaet,"
dialectic of stasis and change,
content.

(This theme,

therefore,

is the

of conservative form and revolutionary

as we shall see,

is less well-developed in

Tassow than it is in Amphitryon and Omphale.)

Hacks’s positive

figures are characterized by an almost "Goethesche Werdelustby
the never stilled desire to reach beyond themselves and its concom¬
itant,

a critical attitude vis-a-vis whatever is,

affirm the existing order of things.

a refusal to

Throughout this thesis I use

the phrase "the dialectical method of negation and going beyond,
which I have borrowed from Lefebvre,

^Hacks,

Das Poetische.

to denote this revolutionary

p. 35.

^Emst Fischer, The Necessity of Art: A Marxist Approach, trans. Anna
Bostock
(Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1963), p. 113.
^Henning Rischbieter, "Philosophie und Komoedie: Zu Peter Hacks’
’Amphitryon’," Theater heute. 3 (1968), rpt. in Hans Mayer, ed.,
Deutsche Literaturkritik der Gegenwart. vol. 4, part 2: Vorkrieg.
zweiter Weltkrieg und zweite Nachkriegszeit (1933-1968), Goverts
Neue Bibliothek der Weltliteratur (Frankfurt/Main: Goverts Krueger
Stahlberg Verlag,
1972), pp. 524-529. Referenced passage on p. 526.
28

Henri Lefebvre,
The Sociology of Marx, trans. Norbert Guterman
(New York: Random House, Vintage Books,
1969), p. 188.
It is to
Lefebvre that I owe my understanding of the importance of the idea
of "overcoming" or "going beyond" in Marx’s thought. It is,
as
we shall see,
a central concept for Hacks.
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tendency,

whereby it must be noted that,

as Kolakowski points out,

"... negation is not the opposite of construction—it is only the
opposite of affirming existing conditions.”29

The antithesis of

man’s revolutionary spirit is self-complacency and. a "false conscious¬
ness" which seeks to "resolve" the contradiction between reality and
utopia simply be denying its existence and by idealizing and glori¬
fying existing conditions as paradise regained.

By denying the

productive contradiction between the actual and the ideal,

false

consciousness leads to stagnation, to the cessation of all growth
and development which,

according to Lefebvre,

is "the worst form

of alienation.False consciousness and self-complacency charact¬
erize the negative characters in Hacks’s plays who recognize no
contradiction between their condition and the utopian ideal and thus
are static and frozen in their state of self-alienation. These
characters,

in whom the conservative tendency to preserve the exis¬

ting order predominates,
convention,

law,

display a preoccupation with regulation,

and order.

Hacks’s contraposition of dynamic,

perpetually changing characters against complacent up-holders of a
static,

stagnant reality,

for example,

clearly has social implications.

Blasche,

the static character in Tassow and. the prototype of

such characters in Hacks’s later plays,

is a mediocre Party official;

and although Hacks makes no such explicit identification in Omphale
and Amphitryon.

it seems certain that a critical East German audience

^^Leszek Kolakowski, Marxism and Beyond: Our Historical Understanding
and Individual Responsibility, trans. Jane Zielonko Peel, with an
introduction by Leopold Labedz (London: Pall Mall Press, 1968), p. 88.
^Lefebvre,

p. 9.

would be quick to draw the parallel between the static characters in
these plays and their counterparts in the Party bureaucracy.
must not,

however,

be overlooked that Hacks is concerned with the

dialectic of stasis and change,
form and content.
into nothingness;

(It

with the contradictory unity of

Revolutionary content without form dissipates
form without content becomes petrified and sterile.

Hacks does not argue for pure revolutionary content;

rather,

criticizes the conservative tendency at work in history which,

he
by

excluding the utopian dream and its productive contradiction to
reality,

Hacks,

leads to stagnation and the cessation of all development.)

I believe,

intends his later plays to be understood as

social critical parables.

His choice of subject-matter in Tassow—

the choice of East German agrarian reform—leaves no doubt that the
dramatist is dealing with the social-political reality of East Ger¬
many.

The interpretation of Amphitryon and Omphale as social-

critical parables,

however,

is somewhat problematic,

for their

mythological subject-matter is a "neutral" one which does not allow
explicit identification with East German social reality.
plays not,

perhaps,

Are these

simply to be understood as statements of uni¬

versal human problems rather than,

in a narrower sense, as parables

which have to do with a particular social reality ?
position which Wolfgang Schivelbusch appears to take.

This is the
After the

Tassow-controversy in which "die Partei verbat sich diese Kritik von

3-1-See the chapter entitled "Content and Form" in Ernst Fischer’s
The Necessity of Art for a discussion of the form-content dialectic.
Fischer’s lucid treatment of the relationship of form and content,
together with Lefebvre’s discussion of the dialectical method of
negation and going beyond, proved invaluable for my understanding
of Hacks’s plays.

1

links,”

Hacks,

according to Schivelbusch,

spruchslose Klassik,"

"Komoedchen" which ”... lassen keinen sozial-

istischen Gehalt mehr durchscbeinen,
phiert."^^

began to write a "wider-

Manfred Durzak,

das Allgemeinmenschiiche trium-

on the other hand,

takes a different

view of the use of mythological subject-matter.
with Durzak,
Eva (1973),
Eva is,

Hacks explains that his most recent play,
is a ”reine Metapher."

obviously,

The subject-matter of Adam und

has no explicit connection with the

social reality of East Germany.

After a brief discussion of the

East German audiences’ reaction to the play,
.

Adam und

the myth of Adam and Eve which, like the stories

of Amphitryon and Hercules,

”.

In an interview

Durzak asks Hacks,

. ob er damit nicht Erkenntnisse ueber die gesellschaftliche

Wirklichkeit in der DDR in einer aesthetisch unangreifbaren,
abstrakten Form ausgedrueckt habe"^1*;
Eva is not,

in fact,

whether the point of Adam und

the same as that of the explicity critical

and hence prohibited Die Sorgen und die Macht.
in other words,

weil

Durzak is suggesting,

that Hacks’s "reine Metapher" is an example of the

use of "Sklavensprache" as it is defined by Hans Mayer: i.e. the use
of ambiguous,

superficially harmless texts which "... voll heim-

tueckischer Kunst ein Einverstaendnis mit dem Leser--ueber den harmlosen Text hinaus--herzustellen suchen.”^

Hacks,

understandably,

^Wolfgang Schivelbusch, "Die schonungslose Redlichkeit des Dramatikers
und Erzaehlers Heiner Mueller," review of Geschichten aus der Produktion.
by Heiner Mueller, in Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung. 12 November 1974-.
33Manfred Durzak, "Zwischen Aristophanes und Brecht: Gespraech mit dem
Dramariker Peter Hacks in Ost-Berlin,” Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung.
16 February 1974.
34-ib id.
35Mayer, "Die Literatur der DDR und ihre Widersprueche,”

p. 386.
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avoids giving a direct answer to Durzak’s question.

Durzak’s position,

I believe,

believe I am able to show,

is the correct one.

First,

as I

there is a clear continuity of themes

and characters which unites the openly social critical Tassow and
the later mythological plays.

Thus,

although Hacks uses a "neutral”

subject-matter in Amphitryon and Omphale.
substantially the same as in Tassow.
above,

his "Haltung" remains

Secondly,

as was pointed out

the view of man and history which underlies all three plays

is derived from the philosophical communism of the young Marx,

and

reveals the proximity of HacksTs thought to that of the revisionists.
Hacks’s public statement of an unorthodox revisionist "Weltanschauung"
in his plays implicitly calls the dogmatic scientific socialism of
the communist orthodoxy into question and,
repressive atmosphere of East Germany,
a fact of which,
well aware.

is clearly a political act,

as certain passages in his essays show,

Finally,

contradiction and development are,

however,

in a socialist state,

"das

and Hacks’s emphasis of

as I have suggested above, in¬

herently critical of any existing order,
Since,

Hacks is

the central theme of the three plays,

Verhaeltnis der Utopie zur Realitaet,"

cialist.

in the intellectually

capitalist as well as so¬

Hacks is a socialist dramatist writing

it seems most likely that his first concern

is his own socialist social reality.

Further,

a close examination of the texts of Amphitryon and Omphale

shows that through the use of ambiguity and allusion Hacks enables
(or compels) his audience or reader to identify certain characters
with their East German counterparts.

To give one example, Iphicles,
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Hercules’ mediocre,

narrow-minded half-brother,

presents himself

as the representative of the ”wir” and tells Daphnis (in reference
to himself)

".

.

. auch das Treffliche hat seine Partei”

(p. 387).

The use of ’’Partei” clearly establishes a point of contact between
the neutral text and the social-political reality of the German
Democratic Republic;

the point of identifying the mediocre, compla¬

cent Iphicles with the Party will surely not be lost on reasonably
’’aware" members of an East Gentian audience.

The final argument for my interpretation of Amphitryon and Omphale
as social critical parables rather than simply as abstract state¬
ments of universal human problems comes from Hacks himself.
regard to Adam und Eva,

With

which Hacks describes as a "reine Metapher,”

he says : "Natuerlich ist es auch ein Stueck ueber die augenblickliche gesellschaftliche Situation bei uns.
der Lage,

eine Metapher zu lesen.’’^®

Unser Publikum ist in

The problems which Hacks

treats in his later plays are indeed of a universal nature.
context of a repressive and dogmatic political system,
become charged with an immediate political meaning,
audiences,

according to Hacks,

In the

however,

a meaning which

are quick to construe,

and which

is unquestionably a significant part of Hacks’s artistic intention
and statement.

36 Durzak,

"Zwischen Aristophanes und Brecht."

they
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MORITZ TASSOW

The "Bodenreform,"

the agrarian reform,

which was carried out in

Soviet-occupied Germany in September 1945 forms the historical back¬
ground to Moritz Tassow.

The political authorities in that half of

Germany expropriated the Junker landowners and broke up their huge
feudal estates.

The confiscated land was then distributed among

the landless peasants and agricultural workers,
letariat— "Junkerland in Bauemhand" (p. 273),
This step,
it,

the agrarian pro¬
in other words.

which multiplied private property instead of abolishing

which,

as Tassow puts it somewhat exaggeratedly,

Proletariem/Kulaken"

(p. 212) ,

made "aus

was a tactically necessary delay

on the road to socialism for it was recognized that the majority of
workers and peasants were not ready for socialism and would oppose
the immediate formation of collective farms.

The socialist revolution in East Germany was not a popular movement.
It was made from above,

as Fischer points out,

"superstructure” which faced,

by a small communist

in addition to the material and organ¬

izational problems of "Aufbau,"

the threat of counterrevolution and.

the problem of winning over and developing a socialist consciousness
in "the hostile,

suspicious or,

at best,

skeptical masses.

Winning over the masses meant that talk about communist ideals had
to be accompanied by action to right the injustices of an exploit¬
ative class society and to satisfy the immediate needs of the workers
and peasants.

As the pragmatic politician Mattukat tells the utopist

Tassow:

^Emst Fischer, Art against Ideology, trans. Anna Bostock (London:
The Penguin Press,
1969), p. 88.
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Die Menschen,
sie sind. einfach,
Freund: sie wissen,
Was ihnen fehlt,
sonst nichts. Das macht sie stark.
Fragen aufwerfen der Veraenderung,
Einfuehren das Gestem und das Morgen in
Ihr Denken uebers Heute, heisst sie narren.
CP. 213)
The construction of a socialist society and economy had to proceed
slowly.

It was necessary to make concessions to the un- or anti-

socialistic consciousness of the people and to settle for "unsocialistic" intermediate solutions to certain problems.
doxically,

the people were,

That,

para¬

certain policies were necessary which were at odds with

the ultimate goal of communism.

(p. 250)

Thus,

The gulf between a society in which

as Mattukat says,

and communism,

however,

"Truemmer/Noch der Feudalzeit”

could not be bridged overnight.

is precisely what Moritz Tassow attempts to do.

Hacks had the idea for a comedy about a man "... der seiner Zeit
voraus ist und,
sich verhaelt,

in einer konkreten gesellschaftliohen Situation,
als lebe er hundert Jahre spaeter."^

Later he

heard of a man who in 1945 forced the peasants to found an agri¬
cultural commune.

"Aus diesen beiden Bestandteilen besteht die

Idee vom Moritz Tassow.”^

Tassow’s commune,

estate of the expropriated Junker, von Sack,
workable idea.

the "Landarbeiter,"

possess the attitudes,

proves to be an un¬

Das Poetische,

as we shall see,

do not

values and needs of free men which are a

necessary precondition for communism.

39 Ibid.

the former

Although they have been freed from their subju¬

gation to von Sack,

3®Hacks,

however,

p. 91.

Inured to alienated work
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under von Sack,

the peasants are not ready to take on the respons¬

ibility of working for themselves.
nothing,
They are,

Accustomed to owning little or

they now want to "have” rather than to share and cooperate.
as Mattukat tells Blasche,

"Erdrueckt von ihrer allzu

kleinen Freiheit,/Nicht Sklaven mehr,
(p. 250).

Thus,

doch noch nicht Menschen"

Tassow and his utopian idea are simply too ad¬

vanced for the outwardly free but spiritually still unemancipated
peasants of Gargentin:
An meiner Einrichtung ist nichts zu tadeln; wieso
ist, in meiner aeusserst vernuenftigen Einrichtung,
der Widersinn so maechtig? Es muss an den Leuten
liegen, ja da liegt der Hase im pfeffer: die Leute.
(p. 247)
The agrarian reform thus not only provides Hacks with the background
materials and characters for Tassow.
that period of East German history,

The contradictions inherent in
as I have outlined it above,

form the two principal problems of the play.

The first problem with

which Hacks deals in Tassow is the contradiction between the unsocialistic people,

"Truemmer/Noch der Feudalzeit,”

tudes and values,

and socialist atti¬

the contradiction between an outwardly free but

inwardly unemancipated. society and the Marxist ideal of the free, un¬
alienated "total man" (Tassow).

This is the basic theme of Hacks’s

later plays about which Hacks has said:
Sie beschaeftigen sich mit dem emanzipierten Menschen und
seinen Widerspruechen zu einer nicht oder nicht vollkommen
emanzipierten Gesellschaft. Davon handeln eigentlich allé
meine letzten Stuecke: der Frieden. der Tassow. die Polly.
die Helena, ja. Von der emanzipierten Haltung, von der
Haltung des wiederhergestellten Menschen.^
The second basic theme which Hacks takes up in Tassow and which is
connected with the first is the discrepancy between political action
40 Ibid.,

p. 92.
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which is necessary in a concrete historical situation and the ulti¬
mate goal towards which such action is directed.
diction,

It is the contra¬

which is embodied in the pair Tassow-Mattukat,

"the man who visualizes the future" and "the man who,

between

by action,

distorts the design,"^ between "... einem revolutionaeren Willen,
der absolut ist,
ist,

und, einer revolutionaeren Politik,

das im Augenblick Moegliche zu verwirklichen,

relativiert."1^
embodies it.

die gebunden
und folglich

Yet Tassow not only visualizes the future; he also
He is the Restored Man of the communist utopia.

Thus,

in the pair Mattukat-Tassow is revealed the contradiction between
Historical Man,

subject to the demands of history and estranged from

himself by his historicity,

and the "total man" of post-history.

The various interpretative summaries of Tassow are too superficial
and,

in the case of the East German critics,

too biased ideolog¬

ically to provide much insight into the meaning of the play.

There

is general agreement about the obvious fact that the contradiction
between Tassow and Mattukat is a contradiction between utopia and
reality,

the future and the present,

the ideal and the actual.

Raddatz sees Tassow as an "anarchisch-undiszipliniertefn] Vorausstuermer."

His total freedom is not only "anarchistisch-utopisch" but

also "konterrevolutionaer."^
Werner,

The East German critics,

Kaehler and

understandably emphasize the positive role of Mattukat as

^Fischer,

Art against Ideology,

^Brettschneider,

p. 73.

p. 161.

^Fritz J. Raddatz,
Traditionen und Tendenzen: Materialien zur Literatur der DDR fFrankfurt/Main : Suhrkamp Verlag, 1972), pp. 424, 427.
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a realistic but humane communist administrator "der nuechtem und
real die sozialistische Revolution praktiziert.”^

Conversely,

they attempt to discredit Tassow’s "bourgeois anarchistic utopian¬
ism" which ignores the laws of history and of revolutionary praxis
as they are explained by Marxism-Leninism and which causes Tassow
unwittingly to play into the hands of the counterrevolution.^ These
interpretations,

however,

all involve a misreading of TassowTs

"character" and thus miss the point of the utopia-reality dialectic.
As we have just seen,

there seems to be general agreement among the

critics that Tassow's total emancipation and utopianism are undisci¬
plined and anarchistic.
of context,

however,

Unless one takes certain statements out
there is no textual support for this view.

By means of a comparison of Tassow’s maxim "Naemlich nur der sei noch
als Mensch gezaehlt,/Der tut, wonach ihm ist" (p. 164) with the line
of Goethe’s Torquato Tasso ’’Erlaubt ist, was gefaellt,"

I shall

attempt to show that the adjective "anarchistic" simply cannot be
applied meaningfully to Hacks’s Tassow.

And in doing so,

I shall

make clear the implications of the first basic theme which was re¬
ferred to above; the contradiction between an outwardly free but in¬
wardly unemancipated society and the "total man" of the communist
utopia.
My equation of Tassow with the "total man" or the Restored. Man of
^Kaehler,

p. 431.

^See Kaehler’s essay, pp. 428-433, and Werner's article, pp. 51-54,
for an "orthodox Marxist" discussion of Moritz Tassow.
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utopia follows from Hacks’s statement that his latest plays, includ¬
ing Tassow.

deal with the "emanzipierten Haltung,

des wiederhergestellten Menschen."

mit der Haltung

We shall see later specifically

how Hacks gives concrete embodiment to the Marxist ideal of the Re¬
stored Man in the figure of Moritz Tassow.

For now,

us try to define this concept of the Restored. Man.

however,

let

Marx’s inter¬

pretation of history is eschatological: history is ’’the develop¬
mental process or act of becoming of the species" at the end of
which lies the Golden Age of communism, "the veritable state of being."
in which man has at last overcome his self-alienation,
concomitant of historical development,
realizes his authentic Self,
Marx,

and returns to or rather

his human essence.

is homo faber : his essence is to produce,

like animals,

however,

ediate physical needs;

an inevitable

Man,

according to

to create.

Un¬

man does not produce solely to satisfy imm¬
his producing activity is (or should be) the

free, conscious, spontaneous creative activity of the artist in which
man becomes conscious of his humanity,

and of his creative essence, which

is objectified or mirrored in the world of man-made objects.
the various systems of political economy,
ated from both his productive activity,
beit,"

and his products,

man is alien¬

which appears as "Zwangsar-

which no longer mirror his creative essence

but confront man as an alien,
words,

however,

Under

dominating force.

alienated from his human essence.

Man is,

in other

The cause of man's alien¬

ation is the urge to possess which is expressed in private property and
is personified by the capitalist class.
man will abolish private property,

In the communist revolution

transcend the possessive urge,

and so transcend his self-alienation.

He "will become for the first
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time the free conscious producing animal that it is his essence and
species-character to be.”^

By transcending his egoistic urge to

have and his individual self-alienation, man overcomes his estrange¬
ment from other men as well.
unalienated,

He recovers his essence as a free,

spontaneously creating,

of other such beings,

social being in a community

in a community in which the interests of the

individual and the needs of the collective coincide.

This,

then,

is the Marxist ideal to which Hacks refers when he talks about the
"emancipated" or "restored" man and to which he has given concrete
embodiment in the figure of Moritz Tassow.

There are clearly parallels between the "Golden Age" of communism
which,

according to Marx,

lies at the end of history and the ar¬

cadian "goldene Zeit" of which Tasso speaks with such longing in
the second act of Torcruato Tasso.

Both the communist society of

the future and Tasso's "goldene Zeit" are never realizable "nur gedachte Gegenentwuerfe zur Welt,"
mented,

utopian alternatives to a frag¬

conflict-ridden world which expresses man’s yearning for a

lost estate of innocence,

for a paradisical condition in which man

lives in perfect harmony with other men and nature.

Secondly, both

are conceptions of a world which is aestheticized or poeticized i.e.
humanized: Tassow's lost golden age is the Arcadia of bucolic poetry

^Tucker, pp. 156-157. My discussion of Marx's ideas about man’s
essence as homo faber. alienation, and man's recovery of his human
essence in communism is based on Tucker's careful analysis of philo¬
sophical communism in part 3 of Philosophy and Myth in Karl Marx,
entitled "Original Marxism." Another book which I found helpful in
this respect is Eugene Kamenka, The Ethical Foundations of Marxism.
2nd edition (Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul,
1972).

in which nature is "Natur in der Formung durch den Menschen, Natur,
die human ist."1^

Similarly,

as we have seen,

in the communist

society man recovers his human essence as homo faber which finds
expression in spontaneous creative activity,

in the free,unalien¬

ated transformation of "raw" nature according to the "laws of beauty.
Finally,

there is a further parallel which is of immediate signif¬

icance for my discussion of Tassow's alleged anarchism: the con¬
ception of a harmonious, humanized world implies a new meaning of
law,

morality,

and freedom which renders the notion of anarchy

meaningless.

The attitude towards morality and freedom which characterizes both
Tasso's "goldene Zeit" and the communist utopia is expressed in
Tasso's maxim "Erlaubt ist, was gefaellt" and in Moritz Tassow's
speech in the second scene :
Naemlich nur der sei noch als Mensch gezaehlt,
Der tut, wonach ihm ist, und dem nach viel ist,
Und kratzt sich, was ihn juckt, und nicht aus lauter
Verlegenheit woanders, und wenns mitten
Im Beinkleid ist.
Feigling, begreifst du mich?
Der Mensch alleine ist des Menschen Mass
Und dass es dich wo juckt, Knabe, ist menschlich.
Ein Krueppel, Schrumpfobst, krankes Missgebilde
Und unvollstaendiger Halbmensch aber ist,
Wer stehenbleibt vorm Rand der Moeglichkeit,
Wer aeussre Lenkung duldet, fremden Auftrag
Annimmt und macht, was er nicht will, und nicht
Macht, was er will, und weniger will als ailes.
(p. 164)

^Wolfdietrich Rasch, Goethes "Torquato Tasso” : Die Tragoedie des
Dichters (Stuttgart: J.B. Metzlersche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1954),
p. 75.
Rasch's discussion of the significance and implications of
Tasso's dream of a "goldene Zeit" and the maxim "Erlaubt ist, was
gefaellt" was indispensable to my understanding of Tassow's "utopian
morality."
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Taken out of context,

both statements would appear to advocate total

freedom for the individual to do whatever he might want to do without
regard, for the rest of society.

Indeed,

as Rasch points out, sev¬

eral critics have taken the view that Tasso's maxim is a "Forderung
nach gesetzloser, subjektiver Willkuer."1^

And,

as we have seen,

Moritz Tassow is generally understood as an anarchistic individual
".

.

. das seine sinnlichen und geistigen Lebensansprueche ohne Rueck-

sicht auf moralische Neormen und soziale Verpflichtungen realisiert
Both statements,

however,

characterize the morality of a Golden

Age in which man is no longer alienated and lives in harmony with
himself and other men;

and they can be properly understood in this

context only.

Thus,

in refutation of the view that Tasso's maxim is an advocation

of total license,

Rasch argues that in Tasso's Arcadia

Was gefaellt, was der reine Trieb in dieser befriedeten
Welt begehrt, das ist nur das Rechte, und darum laesst
sich dieser Weltzustand kennzeichnen mit dem Worte
"Erlaubt ist, was gefaellt."^0
Similarly,

Moritz Tassow's "Naemlich nur der sei noch als Mensch

gezaehlt,/Der tut, wonach ihm ist” can be understood only as the
moral principle which will characterize the communist society of the
future in which there is no longer any conflict between the needs and
wants of the individual and the needs of society.
class-society,

^Rasch,
^Werner,
-^Rasch,

social necessities,

p. 74.
p. 53.
pp. 76-77.

that is,

In an exploitative

the interests of the
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exploiters,

are disguised as moral laws which,

by mystifying the

inhuman social relationships which obtain in that society,

serve

to enslave the exploited further and maintain man's alienation from
his humanity.

"Nur weil die Gesellschaft 'unmoralisch’ ist, bedarf

sie der Moral.

(In Tassow Hacks makes the "ideological" function

of moral law clear in several scenes which are fairly obvious and
need no elaboration here.

Thus,

for example,

Jochen’s altogether

human interest in Jette and hig resentment at von Sack’s exploit¬
ation of the peasants are viewed by Jochen’s father as "Laster" which
". . . ziehen ihre Strasse uebem Stein/Und streichen kuehl die zehn
Gebote aus"

p. 171 .)

needs will,

for the first time,

human essence;

In communism,

however,

society and societal

be truly commensurate with the

and thus the individual who does "was menschlich ist"

will not find himself in conflict with the interests of society. Such
a society,

in which the interests of the individual and the coll¬

ective coincide,
be necessary.

will be truly "law-less" for laws will no longer
And in such a society,

Zeit voraus ist," properly belongs,
no meaning.

to which Tassow, "der seiner

the concept of anarchy will have

Tassow is not the anarchistic bourgeois utopist which

the critics make him out to be.

He is rather a free,

unalienated,

productive individual who belongs to a future society in which there
is no contradiction between individuality and sociality, between the
individual's freedom to realize his human potential and social neces^Robert Havemann, Dialektik ohne Dogma: Naturwissenschaft und Welt¬
anschauung. aktuell rororo, 683 (Hamburg: Rowohlt Taschenbuch Verlag, 1964), p. 119. Havemann's discussion of morality, pp. 117-127,
was especially helpful to my understanding of the Marxist view of the
ideological function of morality in a class society.
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sity.

This is the sense in which Tassow’s first speech and his

"emancipation" in general must be understood.

In the communist society of the future,

Tassow would be neither

more nor less remarkable than anyone else.

What makes him appear

so extraordinary is the contrast between his attitudes and values
and those of the agricultural workers,
himself is,

a contrast of which Tassow

for all practical purposes,

commune under the delusion that,
ishment of von Sack,

unaware.

He founds his

with the expropriation and ban¬

the agricultural workers have become "voll-

kommen umgeschaffne Menschen" (p. 178) overnight,

a naive belief

which the events of the play contradict and the absurdity of which
Hacks makes clear in several heavy-handedly ironic scenes.
for example,
eighth scene,

(Thus,

according to the stage directions at the end of the
the "Landarbeiter ziehen die Muetzen" every time

Tassow mentions the expropriated Junker in his speech in praise of
the revolution with which the peasants of Gargentin have made "den
Sprung von der Leibeigenschaft des Herrn von Sack zum Kommunismus"
(p. 220) overnight.

And,

after the conclusion of Tassow*s speech,

his fellow revolutionaries hoist a banner which proclaims the foun¬
ding of the "Kommune 3. Jahrtausend" while the village band strikes
up "Heil dir im Siegerkranz.")

Tassow*s commune could only be work¬

able if the agricultural workers were complete,

unalienated men like

Tassow.

they are,

as Mattukat says,

"Nicht Sklaven mehr, doch noch nicht Menschen".

For although the

On the contrary,

however,

agricultural workers have been freed from their bondage to von Sack,
their attitudes and values,
society,
complete,

which were shaped by an exploitative

cannot be re-made overnight and are not yet those of free,
authentic human beings.

Tassow*s inability or refusal
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to recognize this fact throughout most of the play is the "flaw"
which brings about his downfall at the end.
The difference between TassowTs emancipated consciousness and the
un emancipated,

alienated attitudes of the agricultural workers

can be seen most clearly in their contrasting attitudes about pri¬
vate property and work.
of the Restored Man,

For Tassow,

whose point-of-view is that

the "revolution" in Gargentin means freedom

from private property (which is implicit in the idea of a commune).
For the agricultural workers,
Jochen Potter,

however,

as we see in the case of

freedom from the bondage to von Sack means the

freedom _of rather than the freedom from property:
. . . ich fordre Land, das mir gehoert,
Meinen besondren Teil vom allgemeinen.
Ein Pflug dazu, ein Wagen, Kuh und Pferd.
(p. 245)
As was pointed out above,

man’s recovery of his authentic Self is

possible only if private property is abolished and the urge to pos¬
sess,

which is the root of man’s self-alienation,

Thus the peasants,

is transcended.

although they have been liberated from feudal

servitude and will now,

perhaps,

suffer less deprivation,

are

still unfree and still alienated from their humanity for they are
now enslaved to their own egoistic urge to possess.

This is the

sense of Tassow’s remark to Rosa that Jochen is "sein eigner Feind"
(p. 245).

The immediate consequence of von Sack’s banishment is

that the peasants are given the opportunity to realize their indiv¬
idual needs (to have) at a time when cooperation and self-denial
are necessary:
Hans hat den Ochsen, Jakob hat den Pflug.
Fritz hat den Drill, Gottliebchen das Gespann.
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Da ist ein Trecker, aber Flaechen sind von
Fuenf Hektar. Unsre Bauem hinken einzeln
Zum Brunnen wie der Blinde und der Lahme,
Abhaengig voneinander, doch getrennt,
Erdrueckt von ihrer allzu kleinen Freiheit.
(pp. 249-250)
The peasants and agricultural workers are oppressed and divided by
their own greed and jealous guarding of their newly-won property.
Tassow’s maxim "Naemlich nur der sei noch als Mensch gezaehlt ,/Der
tut, wonach ihm istTT,

which,

as we have seen,

moral attitude of the complete,
applied in Gargentin.

characterizes the

unalienated man,

clearly cannot be

For the needs and wants of the individual

(to possess regardless of the consequences for the other peasants)
and the needs of the collective (to harvest the crops so that there
will be food for the winter) are at odds with each other.

Thus

"aeussre Lenkung" (e.g. the use of the farm machinery must be "vertraglich festgelegt") ,
above,

intolerable,

which is,
or,

for reasons which we have discussed

at best,

meaningless to Moritz Tassow,

proves to be necessary for the agricultural workers because, para¬
doxically,

they are still unfree.

as we have seen,

In an exploitative class-society,

law and morality serve to buttress the unjust, im¬

moral interests of the exploiters against the human needs of the ex¬
ploited.

In

T,

post-revolutionary" Gargentin,

however,

this situ¬

ation is reversed: law and regulation ar necessary to protect the
human,

just needs of the collective against the agricultural workers’

egoistical,
Similarly,

alienated need to possess.
with regard to work,

the expulsion of von Sack means

something quite different to Tassow from what it means to the agri¬
cultural workers.

To them the revolution means simply freedom from
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work,

an attitude which is quite incomprehensible to Tassow:
Rosa: Sie die Landarbeiter wolln nicht arbeiten.
Tassow: Sie wollns, sie muessens wolln. Sie sind ja Menschen.
(p. 242)

In Tassow's eyes the revolution has given the agricultural workers
freedom from compulsory,

alienated labor and the freedom of spon¬

taneous creative production.

He regards work as voluntary,

un¬

alienated productive activity in which man's essence as homo faber
is expressed and realized:
Wie denn, ihr liesst zwingen euch zur Arbeit?
Sie ist ja euer noetigstes Vergnuegen.
Eure kunstreichen Haende, die gespannten
Kraefte der Muskeln, Regungen des Hirns
Draengen euch ja ans Werk und wolln genutzt sein.
Und ansehn wollt ihr euch doch, die ihr selbst
So fremd euch seid und seid euch selbst ein Raetsel,
Im reinen Spiegel eurer Zeugungen.
CP- 243)
Tassow's speech is a somewhat grandiloquent summary of Marx's view
of unalienated work as voluntary joyful productive activity in which
man realizes and affirms his authentic Self.
wards work is that of the Restored Man,
man of the communist utopia.
other hand,
example,

Tassow’s attitude to¬

of the complete,

The agricultural workers,

see work in quite a different light.

unalienated
on the

Potter,

for

refuses to work "weil das hier sowieso kein sachgemaesses/

Arbeiten ist.

Nichts klappt"

(p. 240).

Yet the commune does not

function as it should because the agricultural workers lack initi¬
ative and a sense of responsibility towards their work and do not
want to do their share.

Rosa answers Potter's complaint

Schau, Potter, reparieren musst jetzt du.
Einteilen, sorgen, denken: ailes du.
Du arbeitest fuer dich, nicht fuer den Junker.
(P. 241)
The workers' attitude is certainly understandable for up to now the
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work has not been their work but compulsory labor for von Sack.
although the compulsion to work has been done away with,

they still

regard work as something alien and external to their being.
for example,

And

Potter,

thinks of it as a kind of prostitution*-"So, wenn ich

mich verkauf ,/Bekomm ich meinen kleinen Preis. . . " (p. 24-1)—rather
than as the realization and expression of his authentic Self.
according to Marx,

is homo faber;

his essence is to work,

Man,
to pro¬

duce—hence Tassow’s remark "Sie wollns, sie muessens wolln.
sind ja Menschen."
want to work,

Sie

The fact that the agricultural workers do not

that they still regard,

subconciously perhaps, work

as work for another rather than as their own self-realization and
self-fulfillment,

is a symptom of self-alienation,

inward "unemancipation."

The workers are,

inauthenticity,

as Mattukat says,

no

longer slaves, "doch noch nicht Menschen."
Here again,
authentic,

Tassow’s maxim,
unalienated men,

which presupposes a humane society of
cannot apply,

for the inauthentic,

alienated attitudes of the individual conflict with social necessity
(the harvest).
Rosa.

This conflict is made manifest in the pair Dziomba-

Dziomba is the antithesis of the Marxist ideal of the total

man who realizes himself in productive activity.
from the poor,

a trivial form of exploitation,

Dziomba's begging
and his total indo¬

lence are the quintessence of the asocial alienated ego,
which makes the "authoritarianism" of Rosa,
with the needs of the collective,

the force

who acts in accordance

necessary.

Tassow deals "mit dem emanzipierten Menschen und seinen Widerspruechen
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zu einer nicht Oder nicht vollkommen emanzipierten Gesellschaft.’’
We have attenpted to define the Marxist concept of the
(i.e. total,

authentic,

,T

emancipated.”

unalienated) man and have seen that Hacks

gives concrete embodiment to the Marxist ideal of the total man in
the figure of Moritz Tassow.

Further,

we have seen how Hacks

contrasts TassowTs authenticity with the inauthentic,

alienated

consciousness of the agricultural workers as it is revealed in the
workers’ attitudes towards property and work and with regard to the
question of the relationship between the individual and society.

As

Goethe said that the theme of Torquato Tasso is the "Disproportion
des Talents mit dem Leben"-^,

so,

by analogy,

one could say that

Hacks’s Tassow shows the disproportion of authenticity with an in¬
authentic reality or,

after a slight shift in emphasis to bring out

the dramatist's critical intention,

the disproportion of an in¬

authentic present with the utopian ideal which Tassow personifies.
The communist society is a community of authentic social men,

one

in which all forms of alienation have been transcended and the dis¬
tinction between the individual and society has ceased to exist.
Tassow's undertaking,

the commune,

fails because,

as we have seen,

the agricultural workers’ consciousness is not that of authentic, un¬
alienated men.

Yet,

according to Marx,

consciousness is determined

by social beings: ”Das gesellschaftliche Sein bestimmt das Bewusstsein."

The workers’ attitudes and values have been molded by feu¬

dalism;

their inauthenticity and self-alienation are a function and

S^Rasch, p. 18. Rasch quotes from Caroline Herder’s letter of 20 March
1789 to her husband in which she reports Goethe's remark about Tasso.
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consequence of their particular historical and social situation.
Tassow’s flaw is his apparent blindness to this fact,

his naive

belief that the workers have become "vollkommen umgeschaffne Menschen overnight,

his somewhat hubristic delusion that

Die faule Schnecke,
Die Zeit, habn wir gepackt mit nervigen Faeusten
Und haben sie kleingekriegt und machen sie rennen.
(p. 220)
The force which thwarts Tassow’s undertaking,
other words,

his antagonist,

in

is history.

As Raddatz correctly observes,

Tassow undergoes no real developro

ment in the play:

"Er ist ja bereits Kommunist." Tassow is al¬

ready the Restored Man of the communist utopia which,

as we know,

is a historically never realizable ’’Gegenentwurf zur Welt."
by definition,

Tassow is,

torical being.

And except for his abortive attempt to found a com¬

mune,
ivity.

like Jupiter in Amphitryon,

Thus,

an ahis-

he stands apart from the sphere of historical-political act¬
This is surely the point which Hacks intends to make in the

scene in which Mattukat, the Party member who took an active part in
the resistance against the Nazis,

asks Tassow: "Was haben Sie ge-

trieben unter Hitler?"

Tassow’s answer: "Der Schweine Schar ge-

huetet und geschwiegen"

(p. 209).

Finally,

after his deposition

Tassow withdraws from the realm of immediate historical-political
activity to become a writer.

(Ironically,

the political activity in which Tassow refused to take

part during the war was a factor in bringing about the collapse of

Raddatz,

p. 428.
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the Third Reich and thus indirectly made Tassow’s attempt to found
his utopian commune possible.

Similarly,

in Omphale

Hercules’

self-estranging heroic deeds lay the foundations for a humane,
ordered society with a vision of which the play ends.
sume,

however,

We can as¬

that it was precisely his non-participation in

historical-political activity which enabled Tassow to realize his
authenticity for,

as we shall see in Amphitryon and Omphale. a

certain degree of inauthenticity and self-alienation is an unavoid¬
able consequence of man’s historicity.)

The contradiction which is embodied in the pair Mattukat-Tassow is
the contradiction between Historical Man who is limited and con¬
ditioned by the demands of his particular historical situation and
the authentic,

total man of utopia who stands outside of history.

This contradiction which,
of Hacks’s later plays,

as we shall see,

is a principal theme

appears again in Ajnphitryon in the pair

Amphitryon-Jupiter and in Omphale in Hercules' conflict with his
historical-political role as hero.

It is important to remember that ultimately both Tassow and Mattukat
have the same goal : the establishment of a communist society of
free,

authentic men.^

Both want to change the world.

is a vast difference between Mattukat’s sober,

Yet there

realistic

Ich, Erich Mattukat, habe die Welt

5^”In der Diskrepanz von Wollen und Muessen vertritt Mattukat das
Muessen, und das heisst die praktische Politik und ihre Sachzwaenge.
Er begreift den Schweinehirten; er weiss, dass der Gedanke der
doerflichen Genossenschaft Zukunft hat; er fuehrt die vorgeschriebene
Politik nicht ohne Zweifel und Bitterkeit durch; er ist sich der
dialektischen Beziehung zwischen seinem Handeln und Tassows Idee
bewusst."
Brettschneider, p. 162.

Zu aendern vor
Ich will sie lenken, also gibt sie mir
Die Richtung an.
(P. 158)
and Tassow's ambitious
Da gibts
Viel umzuwaelzen.
CP. 209)
Mattukat is a pragmatic politician who observes the laws of revolu¬
tionary praxis as set forth by Marxism-Leninism (Tassow: "Je mehr
Gesetze/Desto weniger Revolution”

p. 211 ) and acts within the lim¬

itations of his historical situation.

Unlike Tassow,

who believes

that the transition from feudalism to communism can be made over¬
night,

Mattukat accepts the fact that the revolution will have to

proceed gradually with many compromises and intermediate steps (Tassow:
"Was hass ich lange Wege”

p.220 ).

"Umwaelzen,"

on the one hand,

"aendern," on the other: the difference between Tassow and Mattukat
is,

as Brettschneider puts it,

tionaeren Willen,

that "... zwischen einen revolu-

der absolut ist,

und einer revolutionaeren Politik,

das im Augenblick Moegliche zu verwirklichen,

In the final scene,

und folglich relativiert.

Tassow tells Mattukat "Sie gehn,

wo Wege sind,

anders als ich/Der sagt: dort, wo ich geh, da ist der Weg” (p. 274).
The contrast between Mattukat and Tassow can perhaps best be under¬
stood in terms of the contradiction between form and content.
kat subordinates his revolutionary will to restraint;

Mattu¬

he follows

established paths and adheres to the laws of revolutionary praxis.
Tassow,

on the other hand,

acts in accordance with the principle

"Je mehr Gesetze/Dest weniger Revolution."

He is ".

grenzenlos/Wie die ins All sich dehnenden Kometen"

.

. frei und

(p. 164).

Like
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Jupiter in Amphitryon.

Tassow is pure revolutionary content which

shatters old forms and creates new ones: "Dort,
ist der Weg".

Yet form and content cannot be separated;

a dialectical unity.
chaos,
tent,

wo ich geh,

da

they form

Pure content without form vaporizes into

as the failure of Tassow's commune shows.
on the other hand,

is petrified,

Form without con¬

sterile,

and lifeless.

Reality (and I think that this is ultimately the point of Moritz
Tassow-) consists of the dialectical tension between the two.
Tassow is revolutionary content.

Static,

is represented not by Mattukat,
latter is a narrow-minded,

petrified form,

but by his deputy,

condescending,

Blasche.

he tells Mattukat,

The

doctrinaire Party func¬

tionary whose world is composed of forms and directives.
Bewegung,"

however,

"Keine

"Lenkung braucht die Zeit” (p. 207).

Blasche is a stock type in the later plays by Hacks : the static,
self-complacent individual who accepts the present uncritically and
opposes all change and. development—and whose real-life counterpart
is surely unmistakable to East German audiences.

Blasche is utterly

devoid of a sense of contradiction between the present and the future,
between the actual and the ideal.

For him, all contradictions have

been overcome with the initiation of the agrarian reform and any talk
of new contradictions is at once suspect.

He asks Mattukat: "Bist

du nicht mehr fuer den Sozialismus?/Du sprichst von Widerspruechen”
(p. 249).
Unlike Tassow who,

as we have seen,

stands outside of history, Mat¬

tukat is Historical Man who must act within the limits of the hist¬
orical present.

In order to achieve his ends,

he must subordinate
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his revolutionary will to restraint: "Von dem Punkt an wechselt/
Wollen den alten Namen und heisst Muessen" (p. 158).
revolutionary will,

Mattukat's

unlike Tassow’s which is absolute,

is restricted

by the constraints of his historical situation and channeled by the
laws of revolutionary praxis.

Yet both Mattukat and Tassow have

the same ultimate goal and thus,

although Mattukat's actions are to

a great extent shaped by the demands of the present,

they are given

direction and impetus by Mattukat’s design for the future.

The

difference between Tassow and Mattukat is that "zwischen einem revolutionaeren Willen, der absolut ist, und einer revolutionaeren Politik, die gebunden ist": "Politik" implies restraint,
adherence to accepted foims;

”révolutionaer,"

regulation,

on the other hand,

means change and development and implies a sense of contradiction
between the present and the future,
the one hand,

between reality and utopia. On

Mattukat attempts to persuade Tassow of the necessity

of restraint and regulation: "Befreunden Sie sich mit der Praxis
doch"

(p. 216) .

On the other hand,

he must remind Blasche of the

importance of change: "Was willst du lenken, wenn sich nichts bewegt?
(p. 208).
"Bewegung,"

Both elements,

in other words,

"Lenkung" as well as

are brought together in the figure of Mattukat.

in this sense,

the synthesis of Blasche and Tassow;

He is,

he is the dia¬

lectical unity of conservative form and revolutionary content.

Static form (Blasche) and pure revolutionary content (Tassow) are the
two contradictory elements which are united in Mattukat.
Mattukat is ill and has been ordered into the hospital.

However,
Thus,

after

he has put an end to Tassow's commune and supervised the election of
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a new chairman for the local agrarian reform commission,

Mattukat

turns over his post to Blasche and leaves for the hospital.
his departure,

the dialectical unity of form and content,

stasis and change,

is lost.

polarity of Blasche and Tassow,
Tassow,

With
of

What remains is the antagonistic
of the apparatchik and the writer.

whose "... Gesohaeft/Betrifft das Kuenftige" (p. 189),

announces his intention "... die karge Saat der Zukunft/Mit Zangen
aus dem Boden hochzuziehen" (p. 275) : he will become a writer.
Tassow ends with the socialist present securely in the mediocre hands
of Blasche: "Der neue Mensch bleibt auf dem Plane.
With this "boshafte n

Schlusswendung" (Werner) Hacks has clearly

drawn the battle-line between ideology and art,
static view of reality,

Ich" (p. 275).

between the Party’s

which is devoid of contradiction,

revolutionary stance of the writer.

and the

Tassow will confront the

sterile dogmatism of Blasche with a vision of the future,

of utopia,

and so maintain the productive contradiction between reality and
utopia,

which is motor for all development.
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AMPHITRYON
In my discussion of Tassow I have identified three principal vari¬
ations on the central theme of the "Verhaeltnis der Utopie zur
Realitaet."

Firstly,

there is the contradiction between the utopian

ideal of authentic man and an inauthentic,

alienated society which

is revealed in the contrast between Tassow and the other characters
of the play.

Secondly,

an important corollary of this is the

contradiction between utopia,
and history,
Man who,

which is by definition ahistorical,

between Restored Man as a utopian ideal and Historical

limited and self-estranged as an inescapable consequence

of his historicity,

will always fall short of the ideal.

Purposeful

historical activity inevitably involves a submission to limitation
and takes place within a framework of forms and conventions.

The

conservative tendency in man to seek stability and to preserve the
existing order too easily dominates his activity,

however;

and

without the future perspective of utopia and its implicit criticism
of the present to give impulse and direction to human activity, form
and convention become fetishized and petrified.
ceases and,

as a result of his complacent acceptance and affirm¬

ation of the existing order,
ality.

Thus,

man becomes frozen in a stagnant re¬

the third aspect of the "Verhaeltnis der Utopie zur

Realitaet" which Hacks treats in Tassow
diction of stasis and change,
content.
Mattukat.

All development

As we have seen,

is the dialectical contra¬

of conservative form and revolutionary
these forces exist in equilibrium in

With his retirement,

however,

of stability and revolution is lost;

the dialectical unity

the fruitful equilibrium of
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’’Lenkung"

and

"Bewegung"

dissolves into the antagonistic pol¬

arity of the apparatchik and the artist,

of Blasche (sterile form)

and Tassow (revolutionary content).

Hacks takes up these three variations on the central theme again in
Amphitryon (1968).

This continuity of themes and characters sug¬

gests that HacksTs position in Amphitryon is substantially the same
as it is in Tassow.

i.e.

social-critical.

However,

his criticism

of the dogmatism and false consciousness of the Party, which was ex¬
plicit in Tassow.

is now made by implication and allusion since the

’’neutral" subject-matter of the Amphitryon myth has no explicit con¬
nection with the social reality of East Germany.
in the introduction,

As I have suggested

Amphitryon can be considered an example of the

"Sklavensprache. ’’

Although the themes and characters which Hacks develops in Tassow
are continued, in Amphitryon.

there is a noticeable shift in em¬

phasis in Hacks’s treatment of them in the latter play. In Tassow
Hacks presented the contradiction between Tassow’s authenticity and
the inauthentic,

alienated lives of the agricultural workers rather

concretely in terms of the characters’ contrasting attitudes about
the central problems of philosophical communism,
vate property,
tryon

i.e.

and individual freedom vs. social needs.

(and Omphale),

however,

work,

pri¬

In Amphi¬

Hacks simplifies and generalizes

somewhat by using sensual love as a "Zeichen fuer die totale Emanzipierten"

(Werner).

reflected in his cold,

Thus,

Amphitryon’s self-estrangement is

formalized relationship with Alcmene,

is contrasted with Jupiter’s passionate,

human love.

which
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Moreover,

the stasis-change dialectic,

op fully in Tassow.

which Hacks did not devel¬

takes on central importance in Amphitryon and

underlies the dialectical relationships between Mercury and Jupiter,
Amphitryon and Jupiter,

and,

in a sense,

Amphitryon and Sosias.

In Amphitryon Hacks portrays Jupiter principally as the personi¬
fication of the revolutionary spirit and gives less emphasis to
particular authentic attitudes and values which will characterize
man in the communist utopia (e.g.
Let us,

then,

Tassow's attitude about work).

first examine Amphitryon in terms of the dialectic

of stasis and change,

starting with the relationship between Mer¬

cury and Jupiter.
In the opening scene of the play,
in the role of Amphitryon,

Mercury is rehearsing Jupiter

a part for which Jupiter is not "right"

since Amphitryon's manner and stilted phrases are clearly inadequate
to express Jupiter's truly Olympian passion.
passion onto Amphitryon,

Jupiter,

Amphitryon's "Liebkosungen,"

Projecting his own

surprised at the paucity of

asks: "Mit dem Schmaeh drueckt er

aus,/Was fuer Alkmene er empfinden muss?" (p. 287).

From the first

exchange of dialogue between the two gods-Jupiter: Das ist ein dummer Text, den sprech ich ungern.
Mercury: Sie muessen, Herr, sonst geht das Stueck nicht los.
(p. 279)
Throughout the opening scenes,
limits and restrains,

Mercury is portrayed as the one who

while Jupiter is the one who rebels against

the limitations of his role as Amphitryon.
to attempt to tailor Jupiter,
as well as outwardly,
(p. 280) ,

Mercury's function is

who resembles Amphitryon,

inwardly

"Wie der Olymp dem Berg des Maulwurfs aehnelt"

to fit his role and to prevent his ardor from getting out
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of hand and. giving the impersonation away.
"Sie sollen gluehen,
in other words,

He admonishes Jupiter:

aber nach dem Buechlein" (p. 289).

Mercury,

attempts to force Jupiter’s ’’content” into Amphi¬

tryon’s ’’form." Indeed,

as I have already suggested,

the form-

content dialectic is a useful analogy to the contradictory re¬
lationship of Hacks’s negative characters to his positive ones.
Form and content,

as Fischer point out,

are

. . . the two mutually contradictory, fundamental
tendencies of nature and reality. . . . Both
tendencies operate in all organized, ordered
matter: the conservative tendency, the "tough
persistence," the clinging to a form of organ¬
isation once it has been achieved, inertia:
and the revolutionary tendency, perpetual move¬
ment, the inability to remain at rest, the con¬
tinuous change of state.
Mercury and Jupiter,

as Hacks portrays them,

embody,

respectively,

the conservative tendency of form and the revolutionary tendency of
content.

Yet the relationship of form and content is a dialectical

one: neither form nor content can exist by itself.
content is sterile and lifeless ;
into nothingness.

Thus,

Form without

content without form dissipates

so that his masquerade may succeed,

Ju¬

piter must submit to the limitations of his role as Amphitryon.
Mercury,

by himself a limiting and limited static character,

is

nevertheless indispensable to Jupiter’s attempt to seduce Alcmene,
is a necessary element of every purposeful activity.
Mercury finds Jupiter’s interest in Alcmene distasteful and longs to
return ”zu den reinen Formen" (p. 293) .
Gabriel in Hacks’s most recent play,
^Fischer,

The Necessity of Art,

He,

like the archangel

Adam und Eva,

p. 124.

is a "pure
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form";

and Hacks portrays him as a self-complacent prig who ac¬

cepts his "perfection" unquestioningly and who can neither under¬
stand nor approve of Jupiter's

"Lust an niederen Vergnuegen"

(p. 293) : "Ich weiss mich gern vollkommen.
ungem?"
and,

(p. 293).

indeed.,

Er

Jupiter

Mercury's perfection is static,

unreal for,

as Hacks points out,

sich

unchanging,

"der einzig der

Realitaet erreichbare Zustand von Vollkommenheit ist der Prozess
des sich Vervollkommnens,

also ein unvollkommener Zustand.”^®

Self-complacent and static,

Mercury is quite obviously a descen¬

dent of Blasche.

The idea of change and development is of central importance to Hacks
and thus perfection,
process,

which is by definition a state rather than a

is a bore: "Vollkommenheit,

Schwester der Langweile."^7
"creative imperfection."

Indeed,

weiss man doch,

ist die

man’s greatness is his

Fischer writes:

. . . man will never be condemned to the immobility of
paradise, but will always continue to develop.
He
will always want to be more than he can be, will always
revolt against the limitations of his nature,
always
strive to reach beyond himself,
always struggle for
immortality.
If ever the desire to be all-knowing,
all-powerful,
all-embracing, vanished, man would no
longer be man.58
This never stilled desire to reach beyond oneself and its concom¬
itant,

a critical attitude vis-a-vis whatever is,

affirm the existing order,

^Hacks,

Das Poetische.
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p. 7.

Ibid.,

-^Fischer,

a refusal to

constitute Jupiter's revolutionary ess-

p. 10.

The Necessity of Art,

p. 219.

ence.

Underlying his

,T

Lust an niederen Vergnuegen,"

comprehensible to the complacently perfect Mercury,
lectical method of negation and going beyond,"

which is in¬
is the "dia¬

as we can see from

Jupiter’s reply to Mercury's reproach that the mere mortal,
is no companion for a god.

Alcmene

Jupiter says:

Sie macht, dass ich, mich ganz an sie verlierend,
Nicht ich mehr bin und bin, was ich nicht bin,
Und also mehr als ich.
(P. 284)
The desire to negate and transcend oneself is,

as we shall see in

the next chapter,

the central charac¬

ter of Omphale.

characteristic of Hercules,

and is the explanation for his transvestism.

The

antithesis of man's revolutionary spirit is self-complacency and
false conciousness which recognise no contradiction between the
actual and the ideal and which affirm
static,

the existing order.

"non-dialectical" attitude towards reality and the con¬

servative tendency of form are embodied, in Mercury and,
see,

This

as we shall

dominate Amphitryon's stance vis-a-vis himself and reality.

The stasis-change dialectic is repeated in the pair Amphitryon-Jup¬
iter and is expressed in the recurring motif of the difference be¬
tween marriage (form) and love (content).

Amphitryon is the "Gatte

his relationship with Alcmene is one without passion,
cumscribed by habit and convention (e.g.
speech;

indeed,

his pompous home-coming

the entire home-coming ritual which Jupiter has

such difficulty adhering to;

his wooden,

which he says "mit rechtem Kaltsinn"
other hand,

formal, cir¬

is the "Geliebter"

lifeless "Liebkosungen”

p. 287 ).

whose passion,

clear from the very beginning of the play,

Jupiter,

on the

as Hacks makes

is too great to be con-
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fined by Amphitryon's formulas and habits;
second act,

and at the end of the

Jupiter can no longer contain his passion and Amphi¬

tryon's mask falls: "Der Liebe ungeheures Mass an Sein/Vemeint
die Form,

die ich mir aufgebuerdet”

out above,

(p. 331).

Hacks uses sensual love as a

As I pointed

"Zeichen fuer die tot¬

ale Einanzipation" : just as Jupiter's authenticity is revealed in
his passionate,

human love for Alcmene,

estrangement is reflected in his cold,
with his wife.-^
a chaotic,

Sensual love is,

so Amphitryon's self¬
formalized relationship

however,

also presented as

revolutionary force which is at the same time destruc¬

tive and creative: "Die Liebe ist vom Stoff,/Woraus das Chaos
war”

(p. 349).

Amphitryon,

in whom the conservative tendency

prevails and whose world is circumscribed by law,
and convention,

sees love only in its negative,

regulation,
destructive as¬

pect:
Die Liebe ist dem Chaos anverwandt.
Ehe is Ordnung, und aus Ordnung nur
Kann Leistung sich und Bleibendes entfalten.
(P. 349)
For Jupiter,
Form,"

on the other hand,

a potent,

creative

chaos is

"des Daseins liebste

"... Nichtsein,

das die Kraft in

sich/Und Aussicht barg zu endlos vielen Welten"
love,

"des Chaos Tochter,"

forms actuality,

(p. 349).

And

is the revolutionary force which trans¬

"das verknoecherte Gerueste von/Gewohnheiten,

man Gesetze nennt,"

back into potentiality,

Gluecklicher Moeglichkeiten"

(p. 350).

die

"das freie Spiel/

Amphitryon,

in other

-^Hacks attempts "... diese neue Menschlichkeit vor allem in der
Liebe zwischen Mann und Frau offenbar zu machen."
Kaehler, p. 445.
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words,

is concerned with stability and the preservation of the

existing order,

Like Mercury,

while Jupiter seeks change and development.

Amphitryon is characterized by an uncritical,

placent acceptance and affirmation of the status quo.
he tells Jupiter that his is the best of all worlds,

com¬

For example,
to which Jup¬

iter replies: "Doch als sie war erschaffen,/Erwies ein Fehler sich
an ihr: es gab sie"

(p. 350).

Jupiter's response recalls a state¬

ment which Hacks makes in the foreword to Das Poetische:
Der Verfasser meint,
dass auch die beste aller wirklichen Welten einen Fehler behalten muss: den,
dass
sie schlechter ist als die beste aller moeglichen Welten.^
Hacks goes on to say that utopia,
exists only in

the best of all possible worlds,

"in einer sich zu ihr hin entwickelnden Realitaet."

Change and development,

however,

imply and derive their impetus

from a negative stance vis-a-vis reality,

a critical attitude

which stems from the awareness of the discrepancy between the utopian
ideal and the actual.

Utopia is a positive alternative to reality

which is inherently critical of whatever is.
and,

as we shall see,

Amphitryon is static

frozen in his inauthentic condition because

he is self-satisfied and lacks the critical attitude towards himself
and his world which the dream of utopia and its inherent criticism
of reality would produce.

Indeed,

Amphitryon has lost the dream

of utopia as Jupiter's question shows:
Dich,
der du endlich bist,
verlangt dich nie
Nach dem Unendlichen? Du, der du vieles
Niemals erreichtst,
kannst du als Luecke nicht,
Was ausser deinem Zugriff liegt,
empfinden?

^Hacks,

Das Poetische,

p. 10.
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Amphitryonrs lack of a critical attitude is also to be seen in his
relationship with Sosias.

Sosias is portrayed as the

"Prototyp

des unschoepferischen Philosophierens"®^- who is characterized by
an unproductive scepticism about everything: "Denn zweifellos ist
ailes zweifelhaft"

(p. 303).

He is a sophistic quibbler who att¬

empts to expose everything as illusory.
praises Alcmene for

For example,

"die Anmut ihrer Seele,"

when Jupiter

Sosias replies:

Herr, vieileicht
Die Anmut ihrer Milz.
Vielleicht die Anmut
Ihres Gerippes oder Fettgewebes.
(P. 342)
Jupiter,

who is at first inclined to be tolerant of Sosias,

has enough of his

"duemmlich/Vorurteilsloses Plappern"

soon

and turns

him into a dog, . .in eine Form,/Die nach genauerm Mass dein
Wesen kleidet”

(p. 343)Yet,

as we have seen,

a critical

stance vis-a-vis reality is necessary for development to take place.
Why,

then,

does Hacks present Sosias’ scepticism in such a neg¬

ative light?

Is there a difference between his scepticism and

Jupiter’s negation of existing reality?
be found,

I believe,

in the adjective

The answer to this is to
"vorurteilslos”

Jupiter uses to describe Sosias’ criticisms.
^Kaehler,
Cp

which

The critical attitude

p. 437.

° At the end of the play Sosias, after having bitten Mercury and
tasted the blood of immortality, is apotheosized as Sirius, the
Dog Star, ’’Als Stem der Duerre, Quell der Trockenheit,/Leuchtturm des Nichts und. Herr der langen Weile” (p. 359). The ref¬
erences to "Hund” and ’’Hundsstem” allude to ”kuon," the Greek
word for dog from which "cynic" is derived.
Hacks appears to
have modelled Sosias after Diogenes, the most famous of the Cynics,
an uncouth vagrant, who called all values and conventions into
question.
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of Hacks’s positive figures results from the contradiction of a
utopian ideal to existing reality;

it has,

in other words,

di¬

rection and a future perspective, whereas Sosias’ scepticism appears
to be scepticism for its own sake which is not rooted in a positive
utopian design.
urteilslos.’’
which,

It is in this sense that his scepticism is
In Sosias,

one could say,

the critical spirit,

given direction by a utopian design,

essential to development,

”Vor-

is productive and

is carried to the extreme of impotent

scepticism and indifferent relativism.
If the critical spirit is exaggerated in Sosias to the point of
relativism,
third act,

it is conspicuously absent in Amphitryon.
for example,

palace to be open,

Amphitryon,

who believes the gate to his

rushes into the gateway and collides with an

invisible barrier thrown up by Jupiter.
’’Dies klaer ich mit Gewalt”

therefore,

Amphitryon’s reaction—

(p. 346)—is characteristic of his re¬

sponse to any problem: blind,
It is,

In the

unreflected,

unquestioning action.

not surprising that throughout the play Amphi¬

tryon displays a frustrating inability to put two and two together
and to think before he acts or speaks.
Alcmene’s manner and behavior confusing;

Understandably,

he finds

yet he prefers to argue

and accuse rather than to ask the kind of questions which could,
perhaps,

clear up the mystery.

And although he has heard Sosias’

story of the second Sosias and even after Sosias suggests that,
’’. . .es gibt in Theben/Auch einen anderen Amphitryon”
Amphitryon still does not catch on and,

sure of himself,

(p. 320),
rejects

Sosias’ explanation out of hand and persists in his accusations. This
inability or refusal to question his own standpoint and actions is,
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as we shall see,

a significant aspect of Amphitryon's guilt or

flaw.
Sosias is a caricature of the alienated intellect,
whose scepticism renders him unable to act,

a relativist

while Amphitryon is

a man of action whose inability to question his standpoint has
made his actions meaningless and unproductive.
is a dialectical one: Sosias is to Amphitryon
Bizeps" (p. 335)—neither alone is sufficient.
Jupiter says,

"Ein Ehemann ist kein Geliebter.

Philosoph . . ." (p. 356);

Their relationship
"wie der Kopf zum
Certainly,

as

Ein Feldherr kein

yet an attempt at synthesis must be

made.
Although Hacks necessarily emphasizes Jupiter’s revolutionary nature
for effective contrast to the conservative tendency embodied by
Mercury and Amphitryon,
self represents,

it must not be overlooked that Jupiter him¬

in a sense,

the dialectical unity of form and

content: he is both "Schirmherr des Gesetzes”
Gesetzebrecher” (p. 349).

He submits,

and

for example,

straints imposed by his role as Amphitryon;

"der groesste/
to the re¬

and at the end of the

play he decides not to interfere with the laws of nature any longer
and allows night to fall at last.
Tassow,

In this respect he is unlike

who is pure revolutionary content and who is unable to

recognize and act in accordance with the limitations of his concrete
historical situation.
stasis and change,

Jupiter recognizes that both tendencies,

are equally justified and necessary,

as they coexist in contradiction.

It is,

the dialectical unity of form and content,
lution which is meaningful.

but only

in other words,

only

of stability and revo¬

As we shall see,

the point of Hacks's
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criticism is not that Historical Man falls short of the utopian
ideal,

but that he has lost the dream of utopia and,

of his self-complacency and false conciousness,
fruitful dialectic of stasis and change.

as a result

has destroyed the

Dominated by the con¬

servative tendency of form and having lost the dream of utopia
with its inherent criticism of existing reality,

Historical Man

has ceased to develop and has become stagnant and. frozen in his in¬
authentic condition.

MarxTs view of history

As has been pointed out in the introduction,
is eschatological:
becoming”

at the end of history,

(Tucker),

lies the communist society in which man

recovers his lost authenticity.
the

which is man’s "act of

’’myths of the modern world,”

Indeed,

as Eliade,

writing about

points out,

. . . Marx’s classless society,
and the consequent dis¬
appearance of all historical tensions,
find their most
exact precedent in the myth of the Golden Age which,
according to a number of traditions, lies at the begin¬
ning and the end of history.^3
Hacks himself describes this archetypal pattern of man’s Fall and
ultimate redemption in a post-historical Golden Age,
lies his later plays,

which under¬

as follows:

Dieses natuerliche Wesen nimmt den Gang durch die Geschichte, am Ende welcher zwiespaeltigen und verlustreichen Bewegung die Wiederherstellung desselben
natuerlichen Wesens, unendlich bereichert urn die Gaben
der gesamten Menschheit,
stehen wird.^1*

63]y[ircea Eliade, Myths.
Dreams,
and Mysteries;
The Encounter
between Contemporary Faiths and Archaic Realities, trans. Philip
Mairet (New York: Harper & Row; Harper Torchbooks, 1967), pp. 25-26.
64-Hacks,

Das Poetische.

p. 130.
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The corollary of this is,

of course,

that

Beide, der natuerliche Mensch wie die humane Utopie,
werden in der historischen Wirklichkeit nicht angetroffen.
Sie existieren in der Vergangenheit und
in der Zukunft, vielleicht auch nur in der Erinnerung
und in der Hoffnung.
Sie sind zwei gedachte Gegenentwuerfe zur Welt.°^
As we have seen,

a central theme of HacksTs later plays is the

contradiction between the utopian ideal of authentic humanity and
an inauthentic,

alienated society.

So far we have discussed

Amphitryon in terms of the dialectical contradiction between stasis
and perpetual change.

Let us now examine more closely Hacks’s

treatment of the contradiction between utopia and reality as that
between the utopian dream of a Golden Age of authentic being, and
history,

which is both man’s

’’act of becoming.”

and his loss

of self.
The climax of Amphitryon comes at the end of the third act and takes
the form of a dramatized debate in which Jupiter and Amphitryon
both advance a claim to be the real Amphitryon.
judge;

and she decides in favor of Jupiter,

that he is not her husband,

because,

Alcmene is their

although she knows

as she tells Amphitryon,

Doch pflichtig war ich deinem bessem Selbst.
Als du mich fragtest, welcher ist von uns
Amphitryon?, da blieb ich zaudemd.
Doch
Als so du weiter fragtest: welcher ist
Der wahre, wirkliche Amphitryon?,
Erkor ich den, der, wie du solltest, war:
Den, der aus deinem Leibe, was aus ihm,
Als nach dem angeerbten Muster moeglich,
Du haettest machen koennen, hat gemacht.
Mann, ich verriet dich, denn nicht folgen wollt
Ich dem Verrat, den du an dir begingst.
(p. 352)
65

Ibid.,

p. 131.
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Jupiter,

in other words,

is

Amphitryon’s authentic self,
tranged..

TT

der wahre,

wirkliche Amphitryon,"

from which the latter has become es¬

Amphitryon is brought to the recognition

zuletzt meinen Feind in mir"

(p. 352),

Amphitryon is not Alcmene’s,

but his own.

Although Amphitryon admits,
consider later,

"So treff ich

that the real betrayal of

with one reservation which we shall

that Alcmene’s reproach is justified,

he explains

that the cause of his self-estrangement and inauthenticity is the
fact that he,

unlike Alcmene and Jupiter,

part in history,

must play an active

and is therefore subject to and limited by the

demands of his particular historical situation:
Der Mann, der nicht die Welt verleugnen darf,
Kann sie doch auch nicht umstossen, er nimmt,
Wie stark er sei, von ihrer Farbe an,
Indem er Krieg fuehrt, herrscht, auf Kauffahrt geht.
(p. 356)
Alcmene,

on the other hand,

vollkommen"

(p. 355)

is

"so in Leibs und Geistes Form

that Jupiter finds her his equal.

Yet

Alcmene's perfection and innocence do not refute Amphitryon’s ar¬
gument that man is self-alienated as an inescapable consequence of
his historicity for,

as he tells Jupiter,

Alcmene

wenig in der Welt als Sie./Sie leben drueber,
drin"

(p. 355).

”... lebt so

sie noch nicht mal

Amphitryon attempts to explain and justify him¬

self with the following allegory:
Ein Fuss, lehrt Aeskulap, er bleibt vollkommen,
Von sanfter Haut, schoenzehig, hoch gewoelbt,
Wenn er nie geht.
Der unbenutzte Fuss
Nur ist ganz Fuss.
Aber ihm fehlt doch eins :
Das Gehen, und soil Fuss sein, was nicht geht?
(p. 355)
Alcmene is like the

"unused foot": she is

"unused"

humanity,
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that is,

Man in a state of innocence,

history.
typal

in fact,

represents a stage in the arche¬

pattern of man's development: Alcmene is

Mensch"
Man,

Each character,

Man before the Fall into

of the pre-historical paradise;

"der natuerliche

Amphitryon is Historical

inauthentic and self-estranged as a consequence of his hist¬

oricity;

and Jupiter is the Restored Man of utopia.

As a result of his role in history,
from his authentic self.

He is

Amphitryon has become alienated

"guilty,"

however,

he is historical and therefore limited: "Nicht,
du haftest,

schilt man"

(p. 356),

not because

dass im Zeitlichen

Jupiter tells him.

Rather his

guilt is the fact that he has lost the dream of utopia with its in¬
herent criticism of existing reality,

and so accepts his limitations

and his world uncritically :
Per Mensch, im Tun und Nichttun, ist
Entschuldigt durch Notwendigkeit. Nur schrei nicht,
Du seist entschuldigt, also ohne Schuld.
Dich, der du endlich bist, verlangt dich nie
Nach dem unendlichen? Du, der du vieles
Niemals erreichst, kannst du als Luecke nicht,
Was ausser deinem Zugriff liegt, empfinden?
(p. 356)
As a result,

Amphitryon has become static and petrified,

in his state of self-alienation and inauthenticity.
have seen,

For,

frozen
as we

development and change take place only as a result of

the awareness of the contradiction between the utopian ideal and
reality,

an awareness which Amphitryon lacks.

Let us summarize the understanding of Amphitryon which we have de¬
veloped thus far: Hacks presents the relationship of utopia to
reality,

"Gegenstand der juengsten Kunst,"

as a contradiction be¬

tween Historical Man (Amphitryon) who is self-alienated and inauth-
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entic as a consequence of his historicity,

on the one hand,

and

the utopian ideal of authentic humanity as it is embodied by Alcmene
and Jupiter,

on the other.

Authentic humanity,

however,

is a

utopian ideal which is never realized in historical reality : man
never completely overcomes his self-estrangement,
consequence of his historicity.
and utopia,

then,

Golden Age,

which exists only

nung."

a function and

The contradiction between reality

is one between history and a post-historical
"in der Erinnerung und in der Hoff-

Yet the hope for a new Golden Age produces a critical stance

vis-a-vis existing reality by creating and sustaining a sense of
contradiction between the actual and the ideal.
diction,

which,

of course,

can never be ultimately resolved,

gives impetus to man’s perpetual development,
striving to realize the utopian ideal.
the continual revolt

These,

actual and the ideal,

to his continual

Man’s revolutionary spirit,

’’against the limitations of his nature” (Fischer) ,

is personified by Jupiter,
Amphitryon.

This contra¬

whom Hacks contrasts with Mercury and

who recognize no contradiction between the
and who thus accept and affirm themselves and

existing reality uncritically,
worst form of alienation,"

are static and unchanging.

writes Lefebvre,

developmentFor although man is,

"The

"is the blocking of

by Hacks’s definition,

ways estranged from the utopian ideal of authentic humanity,

al¬
specific

forms of alienation and inauthenticity can be overcome—but only by
means of the
66 Lefebvre,

"dialectical method of negation and going beyond."
p. 9.

The social-critical implications of reading the play in this manner
are obvious.

The fact that Hacks assigns a positive value to the

"dialectical method of negation and going beyond"

implies criticism

of the conservative tendency which is characteristic of all political
systems,

capitalist as well as socialist.

Since,

however,

is a socialist dramatist writing in a socialist state,

Hacks

it is nat¬

ural to assume that the immediate object of his implied criticism
is the false conciousness and stagnation of the East German political
establishment.

In fact,

one could easily understand Amphitryon as

a parable for the course of East German history: Amphitryon,

who

has become self-alienated as a result of his historical activity
and who is blocked from further development by his inability or re¬
fusal to criticize himself and existing reality,
itical figure in the play.

Thus,

is the only pol¬

it seems quite probable that a

critical East German audience would identify him with the East German
political establishment and understand Jupiter’s criticism of Amphi¬
tryon as the dramatist’s criticism of the conservative tendencies of
the Party.

At one point in the play,

in fact,

what appears to be

a fairly explicit allusion to the Party is made: in the second act
Sosias suggests that there is a second Amphitryon in Thebes which
is,

as it turns out,

the correct explanation for Alcmene’s myst¬

erious remarks and behavior.

Amphitryon,

however,

rejects this

explanation out of hand and gives Sosias a thrashing.
cides that Amphitryon

"... liebts parteilich"

Sosias de¬

(p. 320)

and be¬

gins to offer other "explanations" which might be more acceptable.
The use of the word "parteilich" in this context surely provides a
clear point of contact between Amphitryon and the Party.

Yet Hacks

does not make this identification of Amphitryon with the East German
political establishment too obvious,

for he presents Amphitryon’s
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historical activity in an ambiguous manner which could admit of two
interpretations,

depending on the audience's political orientation.

This ambiguity is,
what Mayer calls

I believe,

deliberate,

"Sklavensprache"

and is a technique of

which was discussed in the intro¬

duction .
At the very beginning of Amphitryon,
audience to expect a play in
should read between the lines.
reciting Amphitryon's wooden,

in fact,

Hacks prepares the

"Sklavensprache"

and hints that one

As the curtain rises,

Jupiter is

stilted homecoming speech.

off and grumbles: "Das ist ein dummer Text,

He breaks

den sprech ich ungem"

to which Mercury,

whose role is suggested by the black notebook

which he carries,

replies: "Sie muessen,

Stueck nicht los"

(p. 279).

Herr,

sonst geht das

Since the curtain has just risen,

the audience has no way of knowing that Mercury is rehearsing Jup¬
iter in his part as Amphitryon and that the "Stueck” to which he is
referring is Jupiter's impersonation;

and thus the audience would,

I believe,

understand Mercury's admonition in reference to Hacks's

own play.

The point of this bit of dialogue,

double meaning,

which clearly has a

will surely not be lost on those members of an aud¬

ience who are familiar with the official displeasure which Hacks in¬
curred with his two explicitly critical plays,
Macht and Moritz Tassow.
I believe,

Die Sorgen und die

The dramatist is telling the audience,

that he cannot make his meaning too explicit or "sonst

geht das Stueck nicht los."
Hacks makes it possible to understand Amphitryon on two levels by
means of the ambiguous characterization of Amphitryon.
eral sense,

Amphitryon is,

as we have seen,

In a gen¬

Historical Man who
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is inauthentic and self-estranged as a consequence of his historical
role.

His historical activity,

however,

is warfare;

and there

can be no question that Hacks presents Amphitryon’s war-making in
any but a negative light.
first from Jupiter,
understated,

We hear of the war with the Teleboans

who is Amphitryon’s authentic self.

deprecatory description of the battle is in marked,

contrast to Amphitryon’s grandiose,

epic war stories,

finds the whole matter disgusting: ’’Es war,
ekelhaft’’

His

(p. 291) .

and he clearly

ich sags dir,

ziemlich

And in the third act we learn from Amphitryon’s

own account that he is culpable in two ways.

He is guilty of a

crime and from a humanitarian point of view,

because he had slain

Pterelaos’ son who came as an emissary to offer peace and full re¬
stitution for damages.

He is also guilty of neglecting his duty

and thus from a military standpoint,
was undermanned and underarmed: "Oh,
abzustehen"
Teleboans is

(p. 353).

because at that time his army
auch die Kriegsvemunft riet,

As we know quite well,

’’fabel- und stoffimmanent.’’67

the war with the

yet the dramatist has

a certain latitude in his treatment of his subject-matter,
can ask why Hacks did not choose to present war as,
self-defense,

a tragic necessity.

For example,

say,

and we
a war of

he takes the lib¬

erty of doing this in Omphale in the case of Hercules’ fight with
Lityerses.

Why does he present Amphitryon’s historical activity as

something which is clearly morally reprehensible?

We must assume

that Hacks knew what he was doing and that his presentation of war
with the Teleboans is intentionally negative.

67Christoph Trilse,
5 (1974), 167.

"Mythos und Realismus,"

Hacks’s intention,

Neue Deutsche Literatur.
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I believe,

is to make it possible to understand Amphitryon,

superficial level,

on a

as a representative of capitalist imperialism.

The possibility of this interpretation would make Amphitryon.
I believe is primarily critical of East German social reality,
pear harmless and more palatable to the Party,

which
ap¬

for the play could

be read as an indictment of the West.
That this deliberate ambiguity succeeds is clear from Kaehler’s
interpretation of the play.
various parts of his essay,
"steifer,

liebloser,

iment of the

Amphitryon,
is a

Kaehler tells us in

"blutruenstiger Karrierist,"

ruhmsuechtiger Kriegsverbrecher,,T

a

an embod¬

"unmenschlichen Verhaltensweisen der imperialistischen

Gesellschaftsordnung von heute,"
der Ausbeutergesellschaft,"

one,

in short,

nistischen Gesellschaft ,’’68

perhaps,

According to Kaehler,

in other words,

a phenomenon of an

This interpretation,

the central contradiction of the play,

"Maechtigen

"ein Unmensch der antago-

Amphitryon is simply an imperialist warmonger,
exploitative class-society.^

of the

by simplifying

the universal contradiction

between utopia and an inauthentic historical reality,

and. reducing

it to a contradiction between socialism and imperialism,

clearly

defuses the play’s critical implications for a socialist audience.
If Kaehler’s understanding of Amphitryon is correct,

then Hacks has

done nothing more for his audience than to reinforce what it should
already know: i.e. that socialism is good and that capitalist im68

Kaehler,

pp. 436, 443-445.

69”Die Hackssche Komoedie stellt den Maechtigen der Ausbeutergesell¬
schaft. . . das Bild des ganzen Menschen . . . entgegen."
Kaehler, pp. 444-445.
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perialism is bad.

In this sense the play could have a critical

meaning only for audiences in the capitalist West.

Is Kaehler not perhaps right?

Certainly Amphitryon's actions are

inhuman and appear to be indefensible.
begingest du nicht,

Yet

"Welche Niedrigkeit

um/Die Niedrigkeit auszutilgen?”70

cannot be judged without consideration of the end.
is Amphitryon's explanation for his actions?

The means

What,

then,

One can scarcely make

an imperialist war of conquest out of a family feud,

and Amphitryon

is clearly not motivated by economic considerations : "Kam ich urn
Ochsen,

Goetter!

oder Kraenze?"

(p. 353).

Rather he sees the

war as his only and last opportunity to establish his authority in
Thebes

(p. 353).

This he desires not out of

’’Ruhmsucht'’

but for

Alcmene's s ake:
Amphitryon: Wen aber lieb ich nunmehr?
Alkmene:
Deine Taten.
Amphitryon: Und was ich tat,
aus welchem Grund denn tat
ichs?
Alkmene: Feldherr zu sein.
Amphitryon: Und Feldherr sein, Alkmene,
1st meine Weise,
dich zu lieben,
ja.

CP- 353)
Although Kaehler dismisses Amphitryon’s explanation by saying that
Amphitryon has been portrayed as such a negative character in the
rest of the play,

”... dass ihm diese letzten,

bemerkswerten

Passagen keine Groesse geben koennen,"^ the change of tone in this
scene—Amphitryon,

no longer simply a ridiculous miles gloriosus.

^Bertolt Brecht,
Die Massnahme.
in Bertolt Brecht: Gesammelte
Werke,
vol. 1 : Stuecke I (Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp Verlag, 1967),
pp. 651-652.
^Kaehler,

p. 476.
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almost engages our synrpathy--suggests that Hacks intends for us to
take Amphitryon’s explanation--”Es geschah fuer dich”
seriously.

Seen in this light,

Amphitryon’s actions display the

same paradox which Brecht expresses in
.

. Ach,

(p. 354)--

”An die Nachgeborenen” :

wir/Die wir den Boden bereiten wollten fuer Freund-

lichkeit/Konnten selber nicht freundlich sein."^
acting for worthy motives,

Amphitryon,

becomes unworthy through his actions.

Hacks makes this point even more clearly in Omphale:
kills the monster Lityerses,
ordered,

humane society,

who

and so lays the foundations for an

becomes himself

”zum Leben ungeschickt”

(p. 411) as a result of his historical role.
is correct,

Hercules,

If this interpretation

then Hacks's parable can be read as follows: just as

Amphitryon has become estranged from his authentic self as a result
of historical necessity,

so the Party,

as a result of the actions

which were necessary to lay the foundations of a socialist state,
has become estranged from the utopian ideal of communism.

Trilse's interpretation of Amphitryon's war-making,

that it is "stell-

vertretend fuer viele Bereiche der 'Gesetze unserer Nahrungssuche’
and Daseinsformalisierungen,’’^^is certainly correct and compatible
with my own understanding of Amphitryon.

Yet Trilse,

in overlooking

Hacks's intentionally negative portrayal of Amphitryon's war-making,
misses the point that Hacks is using a technique of "Sklavensprache” to

^^Bertolt Brecht, "An die Nachgeborenen," in Bertolt Brecht: Gesammelte
Werke. vol. 4: Gedichte (Frankfurt/Main: Suhrkamp Verlag, 1967), p. 725.
73Trilse,

p. 167.
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make his social-critical parable appear harmless to the Party—a
trick to which,

as Mayer points out,

serious writers in the German

Democratic Republic frequently must resort.

How is the play resolved?

Hacks inverts the traditional deus ex

machina and has Jupiter recalled to Olympus just as he is on the
point of letting Alcmene and Amphitryon (and the audience) partici¬
pate in his

"schauenden Allwissenheit" by telling them

TT

.

man vereinbart/Unkraeftige Schoenheit und unschoene Kraft”
The central contradiction of the play,
diction between utopia and reality,
as we have seen,

.

. wie

(p. 357).

in other words the contra¬

is left unresolved,

can never be resolved in history.

for it,

This is cer¬

tainly one reason why Hacks has omitted all mention of the birth of
Hercules which could too easily have been understood as the resol¬
ution of the unresolvable contradiction between utopia and reality.
The open conclusion is a challenge to both Alcmene and Amphitryon,
and to the audience.

The only solution which Hacks allows is the

important recognition to which Amphitryon is brought—that he, al¬
though he is historical and limited,
Limitless,

must strive to realize the

the negation of the existing order,

for only in this

act of negation and transcendence does utopia exist.
writes,

"If ever the desire to be all-knowing,

all-embracing vanished,

^^Mayer,

As Fischer

all-powerful,

man would no longer be man.”

"Die Literatur der DDR und ihre Widersprueche,"

p. 386.
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OMPHALE
Omphale (1970),

Hacks’s next play after Amphitryon,

is based on the

mythological story of Hercules’ servitude to Omphale,
Lydia.

the queen of

In order to be purified of the guilt which he had brought

upon himself by the murder of the son of Eurytus,

and as a pun¬

ishment for violating the Pythie temple at Delphi,

Hercules was sold

as a slave in Asia Minor and purchased by queen Omphale.
service he performed all manner of heroic works,

In her

and the queen, whose

gratitude he had won by slaying a gigantic serpent which was terror¬
izing a part of Lydia and who had finally learned his identity, freed
him and returned him,

richly honored,

to Tiryns.

One of Hercules’

deeds during his slavery in Lydia was to kill the blood-thirsty vint¬
ner Lityerses in order to re-unite Pimplea,
male slaves,

and her lover Daphnis,

tist. And according to legend,
roles,

one of Lityerses' fe¬

the Sicilian shepherd and flau¬

Hercules and Omphale exchanged sex-

Hercules wearing the fine garments of the queen and spending

his days in spinning,

while Omphale,

dressed in the lion’s skin,

took up Hercules’ club and went forth to hunt.
Lydia,

During his stay in

Hercules sired three or four sons by Omphale,

by Mai is,

and one or two

one of the queen’s retinue.^-*

This is Hacks’s raw material for Omphale.
treatment of the Hercules-Omphale legend,
the central problem(s) of the play and,

In investigating Hacksrs
we shall discover that
to a certain extent,

the

^^This is a summary of Robert Graves’ account of Hercules’ servitude
to Omphale in The Greek Myths. 2 vols.
(Baltimore: Penguin Books,
1955), 2: 162-168.
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constellation of characters are the same as those of Amphitryon : in
Omphale the dramatist again treats the contradiction between Hist¬
orical-Social Man and the Emancipated Man of an ahistorical utopia,
and confronts a static,
isfied

"grosse Figur"76

dogmatic reality with a perpetually dissat¬
exenplifies the revolutionary tendency

of negating and transcending the status quo.

In HacksTs version,

Omphale discovers the identity of her newly-

purchased slave almost at once and gives him his freedom in reward
for having slain the lion of Tmolos,

one of the two monsters which

threatens Lydia and prevents the kingdom from prospering.
however,

Hercules,

has fallen in love with the queen and renounces his role

as a hero to remain with Omphale in seclusion in the palace at Sardis.
As we shall see,

Hercules’ renunciation of his role as hero,

his

attempt to withdraw from the sphere of historical-social activity,
and his transvestite game with Omphale,

all express his fundamental

discontent with and need to transcend whatever is given,

fixed,

de¬

terminate .

Hercules is first characterized from the point of view of his halfbrother,

Iphicles,

in whose eyes Hercules is an egotistical "Selbst-

ling" who is indifferent to the expectations of society:
Er tut keine sache, weil man sie von ihm erwartet;
selbst
sein Ruhm ist ihm gleichgueltig, weil der nicht ausschliesslich von ihm abhaengt,
sondern vielleicht ein wenig vom
Verstaendnis der Menge.
Niemals bemueht er sich urn hilfsbeduerftiger Leute oder, wie man auch soil, der Ehre willen . . .
(p. 371)

^Raddatz uses this expression in his discussion of such dramatists
as Hacks, Mueller, Braun, and Lange in the chapter of Traditionen
und Tendenzen entitled "Die dramatische Literatur: Sozialistische
pp. 413-462.
Klassik—die ’Grosse Figur’

the slaying of the lion,

"Den grossten Dienst,”
es so highly,

Hercules dismisses simply: "Nicht dienen nenne,

mir planlos zufiel./Hinging ich im Gebirg,
(p. 371).

which Omphale prais-

Hercules,

in other words,

was

traf und erschlug den"

acts in accordance with some

private "inner" principle without regard for external motives.

The "Menge,”

in contrast to which Hercules stands as an extraordinary

individual who acts in accordance with his inner law,
in Omphale by Iphicles,

an alazon.

is represented

the traditional braggart warrior

of comedy: "Jener haelt sich fuer den Eichbaum und uns fuer das Eichelkraut,

aber die Warheit ist anders:

Wir sind der Wald und er

ist verrueckt" (p. 387)—the classic response of the mediocre massman when confronted with greatness.
thoroughly conventional,

Iphicles is a vainglorious,

prosaic character.

His,

in fact,

the only lines in the play which are not written in verse.
painfully conscious and proud of his image as a hero,
thinks in terms of "Ruhm",
"code" of the hero.
when,

"Ehre",

public service,

are
He is

and talks and
and of the

Yet his "heroism" is exposed in the third act

as the slave of Lityerses,

he has the chance to free Daphnis

and Pimplea and make his own escape.

But this he refuses to do

because of his own rigid adherence to a heroic standard of behavior
(which may simply serve as a convenient rationalization for cowardice)
"Willst du,
breche?"

o Daphnis,

(p. 401).

dass ich urn deinetwillen mein Heldenwort

Iphicles clearly belongs to the same family of

Hacks-figures as Blasche,

Mercury,

and Gabriel—"negative" figures

in whom the dramatist satirizes a certain conservative,
uncritical,

rigid attitude towards reality,

complacent,

an attitude which is,
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of course,
system.

to be found in any society regardless of the political
Hacks is,

however,

writing,

for audiences in East Germany,

one assumes,

primarily

and the social criticism implicit

in HacksTs making a ridiculous figure of Iphicles,

the represent¬

ative of the "wir”,

will surely not be lost on the audiences in

a socialist state.

The identification of Iphicles with the East

German political establishment is strongly hinted at by the use of
the word "Partei" in the scene where Iphicles,
cules’

refusal to aid Daphnis,

das Treffliche hat seine Partei"

after hearing Her¬

volunteers his help: ”... auch
(p. 387).

(It is interesting to

note that the East German critics do not seem to know what to do
with Iphicles in their interpretation of Qmphale:

Kaehler omits

mention of him altogether while Werner somewhat weakly interprets
Iphicles as "die Inkamation menschlicher Sterilitaet’’^

and

leaves

the reader to draw his own conclusions.)

Hercules’ playing down of his heroic works is unbearable to the am¬
bitious and vainglorious Iphicles who interprets his brother’s mod¬
esty as a form of boasting:
Hat er ein Ungeheuer getoetet,
redet er von denen,
die
uebrig sind; wo andere ihre Vorzuege herausstellen wuerden,
verbittet er sich jedes Aufhebens und zeigt so seinen hohen
Standpunkt.
CP. 371)
Yet Hercules’ deprecation of his achievements is not false modesty;
rather,

his refusal to rest on his laurels reveals the primary

characteristic which distinguishes him from the "Menge",
law",

his "inner

his never stilled dissatisfaction with himself and his accom¬

plishments :
77 Werner,

p. 63.
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. . . er will nicht nur Herakles sein,
sondem zugleich
Herakles’ Richter.
Er schlaegt sich an die Brust: Ich
Schwacher,
der ich noch nicht die Erde zum Himmel gemacht,
ich Armseliger,
der ich nicht Zeus bin . . .
(P. 372)
This profound discontent,
reality,
seen,

the critical stance vis-a-vis existing

which is the motor for all development,

is,

as we have

characteristic of the positive characters in Hacks's later

plays.

Hercules' perpetual discontent,
what he is,
heroic,

the need, to negate and go beyond

is the motive for his withdrawal from the sphere of

i.e. historical-social,

activity.

This is made clear in

the scene in which Daphnis attempts to enlist his help for the fight
against Lityerses by reminding Hercules that he is a hero:
Daphnis: Das Hoechste bist du ja, was einer sein kann.
Herakles: Was ich nicht bin, kann ich zu werden wagen.
Daphnis: Der dir verliehnen Staerke sei zufrieden.
Herakles: Schlag das nicht vor.
Zufrieden sind die Toten,
Ich bin nicht, mags nicht sein . . .
(p. 385)
Like Jupiter,

whose ’’Lust an niederen Vergnuegen,’’

to Mercury in his petrified. "Vollkommenheit,”
himself,
Hercules,

unintelligible

is an attempt to lose

to become what he is not and hence more than what he is,
too,

is motivated by the need to lose himself,

to negate his image,

his actuality,

that is,

in order to unlock the realm

of fruitful potentiality :
Ich will mich ja verlieren!
Nein, mit jedem
Erlegten Ungeheuer werde ich immer
Deutlicher ich.
Mit jedem Keulenschlag
Erschlag ich eine Moeglichkeit in mir.
(p. 385)

And it is in this sense that Hacks interprets that part of the legend
which has Hercules and Omphale exchange sex-roles.

Surely,

explan-
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ations of Hercules* and Omphale’s transvestite game such as Kaehler*s—
**Die Verkleidung ist ein Liebesspiel mit dem ernsteren Wunsch,
empfinden,

zu

was der andere enpfindet”^—or Werner*s--”Herakles und

Omphale tauschen ihre Geschlechtsrollen,

weil sie nur so die Be-

duerfnisse ihres Fuehlens befriedigen koennen*'^^--are inadequate.
They remain at the psychological-realistic level and ignore the more
fundamental ’’revolutionary** tendency which underlies the exchange of
roles.

Hercules' transvestism,

which the scandalized Malis under¬

stands as being a manifestation of deeply rooted psycho-sexual prob¬
lems,

is quite obviously a symbolic act of negation and going beyond,

an expression of Hercules' revolutionary nature.
love-making,

Hercules tells Malis,

anders werden”
in himself,

(p. 387) .

His and Omphale*s

”... war vollkommen und muss

So that he may realize other possibilities

Hercules must transcend what he already is: ”... kurz,/

Frau sein,

urn Mann zu sein” (p. 384) .

The operative principle in Hercules* retreat from the sphere of hist¬
orical-social activity and his transvestite game with Omphale is the
dialectical principle of negating and going beyond,

the revolutionary

tendency which Hercules embodies and which sets him in contrast to
static figures such as Iphicles and Daphnis.

Moreover,

in addition

to representing a revolutionary act which, by reversing conventional
roles and overturning the normal order of things,
turn to potent chaos.
in the play.

^Kaehler,
^Werner,

Hercules'

results in a re¬

transvestism has another function

Discussing ritual transvestism in primitive societies,

pp. 438-439.
p. 62.
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Eliade points out that the primary function of the rite is
... a coming out of oneself,
a transcending of one’s
own historically controlled situation, and a recovering
of an original situation no longer human or historical
since it precedes the foundation of human society . .
Ritual transvestism is a kind of "androgynisation” in which is reO I

vealed "a nostalgia for a lost Paradise,”ox for an ahistorical
Golden Age.

In this sense,

therefore,

Hercules’ and Qmphale’s

exchange of sex-roles can perhaps be understood as an attempt to
overcome history,
condition.

to return to or to realize a paradisical, utopian

By ’’becoming’’ Omphale,

Hercules is attempting to re¬

solve the unresolvable contradiction with which Amphitryon ended.
He attempts to unite ’’unkraeftige Schoenheit und unschoene Kraeft.”

In 1964-,

Hacks formulated the principal contradiction in his most

recent plays as that between an ’’emancipated individual” and an un¬
emancipated or not completely emancipated society.

Going back to

Hacks’s statement that "Sinnlichkeit” is a "Vorwegnahme der Utopie,
Kaehler and Werner interpret the love-motif in these plays by Hacks
as a "Zeichen fuer totale Emanzipation" (Werner),

as that mode of

activity in which "die neue Menschlichkeit” is revealed (Kaehler).
Indeed,

in Omphale the degree of this emancipation becomes apparent

from the attitude towards love.

The contradiction between an un¬

emancipated society and the emancipated individual is quite evident
in the contrast between Malis’

ridiculous attempt to rationalize the

80]yiircea Eliade, The Two and the One. trans. J.M. Cohen (New York:
Harper & Row; Harper Torchbooks, 1969), p. 113.
81

Ibid.,

82 Hacks,

p. 122.
Das Poetische.

p. 10.
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"Suende” which she has committed with Hercules,
laxed,

and Omphale's re¬

enlightened response "So fuehl dein Glueck von keiner Scham

beschattet"

(p. 365).

It is also brought out in the contrast be¬

tween Iphicles' self-righteous prudery,
meine Frau"

"Ich .

.

. schwaengere nur

(p. 369) and Hercules' uninhibited sensuality.

As we have seen,

however,

totally emancipated,

"restored" humanity

is a utopian ideal which can never be completely realized in hist¬
ory.

Thus,

we would expect love and love-making,

fuer totale Emanzipation,"
acter.

"utopian" char¬

We have just discussed Hercules' transvestism as a means of

overcoming history.
making,

In the case of Jupiter's and Alcmene's love-

as Kaehler points out,

ueberhaupt.
And,

to have an ahistorical,

as a "Zeichen

"... fehlt das Motiv der Zeugung

Es ist Liebe urn der Lust,

urn des Vergnuegens willen."^

although in Omphale Hercules fathers four sons,

his love-

making is obviously not motivated by the desire to reproduce,

and.

Kaehler's observation is applicable here as well: the transvestite
"Liebesspiel" in Omphale is,
Alcmene,

play,

like the love-making of Jupiter and

free purposeless activity which is set apart from

purposeful historical-social activity.
words,

It represents,

in other

a "utopian" moment outside of "profane" history.

Thus far we have discussed Omphale in terms of the dichotomy between
stasis and perpetual change which is revealed in the contrast between
Iphicles and Hercules.
conventional and limited,
83 Kaehler,

p. 4-35

Iphicles,

on the one hand,

who accepts uncritièally,

is a mass-man,
and,

moreover,
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idealizes the status quo.

He thus admits of no development.

cules,

exemplifies the dialectical principle of

on the other hand,

negation and going beyond;

Her¬

his stance vis-a-vis himself and the

world is a perpetually dissatisfied, critical one which impels him
continually to transcend his present state.

This "revolutionary""

tendency manifests itself in his renunciation of his role as hero
and is carried to its logical conclusion in the exchange of sex-roles
with Omphale.

Further,

we have seen that Hercules’ and Omphale's

transvestite game is not only a symbolic act of revolution and going
beyond;

it is also a mode of purposeless, timeless, "utopian" act¬

ivity which takes place outside the course of history.

With that

we have identified the two major aspects of the play’s central pro¬
blem: the contradiction between utopia and reality.

This is the

contradiction between the uncritical static mass-man and the extra¬
ordinary,

eternally discontented and developing individual,

one hand,

and the contradiction between history and the ahistorical

Restored Man,

In

on the

on the other.

"Oper und Drama"

(1974),

Hacks writes that the "Grundbestandteile

der dramatischen Nichtlangweile sind also der Held,
und deren ungefaehre Rechtsgleichheit.”84

das Gegenspiel

Drama represents a con¬

flict between a protagonist who attempts to realize some goal,
an antagonist who frustrates the protagonist's efforts.

and

To this

definition Hacks adds the approximate "Rechtsgleichheit" of both pro¬
tagonist and antagonist.
onist of Omphale.

As we have seen,

Hercules,

the protag¬

renounces his role as hero and retreats from the

®^Peter Hacks, "Oper und Drama,"

Sinn und Form. 6(1973), 1241.
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sphere of historical activity into a utopian "Liebesspiel”,

he att¬

empts to place a "Schranke zwischen/Liebe und Welt” (p. 388),
order to avoid petrification in his historical-social role,

in
in order

to negate his actuality so that he may develop further possibilities
in himself.
and is,

Hercules,

like Jupiter,

in this respect,

is a static character,

embodies perpetual change

the opposite of Amphitryon.

The latter

estranged from his authentic Self as a con¬

sequence of his historicty and frozen in this state of self-estrange¬
ment as a result of his complacent,
condition.

And yet,

uncritical attitude towards his

Hercules cannot be equated with Jupiter,

though both figures exemplify the same revolutionary tendency.
Jupiter is a god and stands,
Hercules,

on the other hand,

and half man,
Hercules,
of history.

by definition,

like Amphitryon,

For

outside of history.

is only half divine.

and his humanity means that,

al¬

He is half god

in the final analysis,

is subject to and shaped by the demands

Jupiter's revolutionary nature and Amphitryon's hist¬

oricity are in Omphale brought together (but not resolved) in a single
character.

Thus we can define the central dramatic conflict in

Omphale as the conflict between Hercules' revolutionary nature and
his own historicity.

In the prologue to the play,

Omphale describes the concrete histor¬

ical background to her and Hercules' secluded "Liebesspiel”:
Anders ist,
als ich will, mein Lydien.
Denn wohl hab ich dies alt und stolze Reich
Zur Stimmigkeit geordnet und zur hoechst
Moeglichen Wohlfahrt jedem Teil, und ist nicht
Natur ihm freundlich: Gold waechst unterm Schnee
Des Tmolos, und die Reihen steigen nieder
Der Rebenstoecke zur Maiandersenke?
Zwei Ungeheuer, ach, vemeinen mein und
Der Goetter Wirken.
(p. 363)
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Lydia,

with a humane enlightened social order and a wealth of nat¬

ural resources is potentially an earthly paradise.

Yet Lydia’s

potential cannot be realized because of the two "Ungeheuer” which
oppress the people and mock the queen's warriors.
lieve the suffering of her country,
palace at Sardis,
(p. 363).

her "Glueck zu suchen, absehend vom Unglueck"

but,

whom she had pur¬

upon learning that he is Hercules,

looks to him as Lydia’s "Retter.”
seen,

Qmphale has retired into the

There she receives her new slave,

chased as a lover;

Unable to re¬

However,

Hercules,

after having rid Lydia of one of the monsters,

Tmolos,

she

as we have
the lion of

renounces his heroic works and joins Omphale in her se¬

clusion.
In what form does history intrude upon Hercules’ retreat from the
world?

Daphnis,

the Sicilian hero and poet,

in search of his girl friend Pimplea,
pirates.

arrives in Lydia

who had been abducted by

From Malis he learns that the pirates sold Pimplea to

the murderous vintner Lityerses and that she is now Lityerses' slave.
Delighted to have found her alive at last,

Daphnis makes his way

to the palace to ask Hercules to fight Lityerses.
ever,

Hercules,

how¬

refuses to become involved and somewhat high-handedly rejects

Daphnis’ plea for help.
Alcaios,

Thus Daphnis,

together with Iphicles and

goes off to fight Lityerses without Hercules and,

failing

to heed the latter’s advice not to let his opponent ”... die Regel
des Spiels bestimmen" (p. 386),

is defeated.

Alcaios returns to

Sardis where Hercules reluctantly hears his report of the defeat and
learns that Daphnis and Pimplea are to be sacrificed to the "Reben-
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-

goettern”

while Iphicles has been impressed into slavery.

follows a short but,

as we shall see,

There

important scene in which

Hercules wavers between staying with Omphale and accepting LityersesT
challenge.

At last he says "Ich muss zum Lityerses” (p. 395).

Why does Hercules fight after all?

Kaehler describes this turn of

events as follows: ’’Herakles muss von den Pfuehlen der Liebe weg
aufs Schlachtfeld,

um seine Freunde zu retten.’’®~*

This implies

that Hercules was acting for a rather noble motive: the hero sacri¬
fices his own happiness for the sake of his friends.
of Hercules’ motivation is,
In the first place,
friends of Hercules,

however,

This reading

not altogether satisfying.

one can hardly call Daphnis, Pimplea and Iphicles
in the light of the indifference (or contempt)

which he has displayed towards them in the rest of the play.
it does not explain Hercules’ change of mind.
he tells Daphnis: ”Geh,
Erlaubnis,

Daphnis,

Futher,

In an earlier scene

ungescholten deinen Weg./Du hast

jung zu sterben” (p. 387).

Why does the life of Daphnis

(and of the others) suddenly matter to him now?
According to Werner,

Hercules cannot maintain his ”in sich ruhende,

gegen die Aussenwelt abgeschlossene Liebe” because it is ’’bedroht
von dem Gift hauchenden und Menschen fressenden Lityerses.Hercules,
in other words,

is simply reacting to a threat.

Yet there is not

anything in the text which suggests that Hercules takes Lityerses’
taunt—”Der Naechste fuers Opfer heisse Herakles/Fuers Lager die naechste
^Kaehler,
^Wemer,

p. 4-39.
p. 62.
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Sklavin Omphale"

(p. 395)—very seriously.

Hercules changes his mind still remains.

The question as to why
What makes him renounce

his individual interests for the sake of the interests of society?

When Hercules finally faces Lityerses he tells the "Ungeheuer":
Mein Zorn auf dich, vemimm,
ist unverkuerzt
Wie deine Frevel.
Aller Menschen Recht
Auf Leben kraenktest du und meins auf Glueck.
(p. 402)
One explanation for Hercules’ ’’decision” to fight may be simply
that,

in the final analysis,

murder his prisoners.

he cannot stand by and let Lityerses

Apart from the line quoted above,

there is not much textual support for that reading.
for Hercules'

reversal of position is to be found,

the second half of that line.

however,

The reason
I believe,

Let us ask ourselves,

then,

in
in

what sense Lityerses has violated Hercules’ "Recht aufs Glueck."

The answer to this question lies in the short scene referred to above
in which Hercules vacillates between remaining with Omphale and go¬
ing forth to fight Lityerses.

In this scene,

Hercules does not,

as one might expect if Kaehler's and Werner's interpretations are
correct,

trouble himself with "moral" questions of the sort: "How

can I stay here and enjoy myself and let those people die?".

Nor

does he show any concern about Lityerses’ threat ("I had better do
something quickly or he is going to come and get us”).
Hercules broods,

almost in spite of himself,

which Daphnis made in fighting Lityerses.

Rather,

about the mistakes

It is as though the at¬

titudes and habits developed during a lifetime of heroic activity
assert themselves against Hercules’ will and nullify his attempt to
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free himself from the role which history and society have assigned
to him.

Lityerses,

then,

represents all the monsters with whom

Hercules has had to do battle during his career as a hero.
yerses is the quintessence of inhumanity,
stands in irreconcilable,
dered,

humane world.

Lit¬

of everything which

"antagonistic" contradiction to an or¬

He embodies,

in other words,

that force

at work in history which has made Hercules1 role as a hero necess¬
ary,

a role from which Hercules cannot escape.

This is the sense

in which Lityerses has deprived Hercules of his "Recht aufs Glueck."
The force of the "muss" in the sentence "Ich muss zum Lityerses" is
not that of a moral imperative.

Rather it expresses the inescap-

ability of Hercules' historically assigned role.

He is a prisoner

of his past:
... Eh ichs weiss,
Bin ich besiegt von dem besiegten Feind.
Geschicklichkeit des Toetens macht mich nun
Zum Leben ungeschickt.
Allmaechtig wirkt
Im Gang des Seins das laengste Erledigte.
(p. 411)
In the third act Hercules comes to a recognition of his own histor¬
icity.

Similarly,

Omphale,

having just given birth to three sons,

lays aside the lion's pelt and accepts the fact that her role,

too,

is fixed:
Du findest Mutter mich und aus der Freiheit,
Dem vorgegebnen Weibsein zu entrinnen,
In meinen Leib, durch Schmerz, zurueckgeworfen.
(p. 411)
Like his club,

Hercules has been shaped by historical necessity into

a "mordendes Geraet” (p. 412),
realize his authentic humanity.

and has been denied the chance to
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"Ein Konflikt,"

writes Hacks,

ausschliessender,

"ist ein Widerspruch zweier einander

aber berechtigten Ansprueche.’’^

The two contra¬

dictory but equally legitimate elements of the dramatic conflict in
Omphale are Hercules’ "Recht aufs Glueck,”

his attempt to transcend

his historically necessary self-estrangement in order to become
TT

. . . was er,

bevor ers nicht war,

to recover his authentic humanity,

war" (p. 4-12),
on the one hand,

mands of history and his own historicity,

i.e. in order
and the de¬

on the other.

Hercules’

attempt to realize his authentic humanity by going beyond his role
as ’’mordendes Geraet" is frustrated by the needs of his historical
situation.

In this sense,

’’Schicksalstragoedie,”

Omphale can be understood as a kind of

whereby inexorable fate has been replaced

by the demands of a particular stage in history,

a stage which comes

to an end with the death of Lityerses.
And yet,

if Omphale is a tragedy,

it is an "optimistic tragedy"

for it ends with a vision of an ordered,

peaceful,

humane world,

for which Hercules’ self-estranging heroic works have laid the foun¬
dation.

With the death of Lityerses,

Lydia can at last become the

prosperous and humane country which it was intended to be.

Daphnis

and Pimplea are united to enjoy their idyll in "Aetnas Eichenwaeldern”
with the "Laemmervolk,

dem unbehueteten" (p. 4-10).

ment of Lityerses’ death,
sons,

Lydia's future,

And in the mo¬

Omphale gives birth to Hercules’ three

who will perfect a world in which antagon¬

istic contradictions have been overcome.
^Peter Hacks, "Einige Gemeinplaetze ueber das Stueckeschreiben,"
Neue Deutsche Literatur. 9(1956), 123. Raddatz quotes this pass¬
age in his discussion of the tragic aspects of Hacks's comedies,
pp. 4-23-424.
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At the end of the play a new era is bom.

Mankind passes from one

stage in history into a higher one in which the contradictions are
’’nicht mehr die zwischen Fuechsin und Hahn,

sie sind auf evolu-

tionaere Weise aufhebbarIt is an age when Hercules1 selfestranging ’’Heldentum” will no longer be necessary.
club,

the "mordendes Geraet,

Tochter”

(p. 412) ,

Like Hercules’

sanftester Mutter blutbeschmierte

which is re-planted in the earth and becomes an

olive tree:
So auch des Menschen Umweg. Von Beduerfnis
Aus unbescholtner Einfalt abgerissen,
Muss er zu schlechten Zwecken sich verkleinem,
Bis einst, nach aller Uebel Unterricht,
Dem boes und fruchtbam Teil der reif und edle
In ihm gemeinte Baum entwaechst und wieder
Er wird, was er, bevor ers nicht war, war.
(p. 412)
A comparison of the endings of the three plays by Hacks shows that
Omphale is markedly more affirmative than either Tassow or Amphitryon.
In Tassow.

the socialist present is in the mediocre hands of Blasche,

the narrow-minded,

dogmatic party bureaucrat who prefers order to

change: ’’Keine Bewegung,

Lenkung braucht die Zeit."

And the open

ending of Amphitryon enphasizes the unresolved and historically never
totally resolvable contradiction between ”unkraeftige[r] Schoenheit”
and ’’unschoene^r] Kraft,”

between reality and utopia,

and is thus

a challenge to easy complacency and idealization of the present.
Omphale.

on the other hand,

ends on a more positive note.

We see

"Lydiens Gegenwart beruhigt/Und hell den Weg in die Jahrunderte” (p. 412),
and,

as an allegory for Man’s recovery of paradise after the trib¬

ulations of history,

^Hacks,

Hercules’ club becomes the olive tree which it

Das Poetische.

p. 41.
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originally was.

Does this mean that the contradiction between re¬

ality and utopia is at last resolved?

One can understand Omphale as a parable for the course of East Ger¬
man history: the anatagonistic contradictions of an exploitative
class society have been overcome and the foundations for socialism
are laid.

"Wir sind in eine Zeit gelangt,

nicht mehr antagonistisch sind;

in der die Widersprueche

das ist schon keine Phrase mehr.’’89

Man has moved one step closer to communism,

and,

in this sense, in

Omphale the dramatist’s stance vis-a-vis the socialist present is a
positive,

affirmative one.

This does not by any means,

however,

mean that Hacks presents the contradiction between utopia and reality
as having been resolved.

The olive tree allegory of Man’s rest¬

oration and recovery of paradise is just that: an allegory,
image;

a poetic

and thus Hacks maintains the tension between the socialist

present and the communist future.
nicht zu langweilen,

"Da aber der Gegensatz,

urn

unloesbar sein muss und die Aufhebung kaum als

in der Wirklichkeit bereits herstellbar gezeigt werden kann,
das gute Ende gemeinhin bildhaft andeutender,

ist

also aesthetischer

Natur."90

Nor does Hacks present in the final scene,
Lydia’s present and future secured,

a picture of a contradictionless

utopia which has at last been realized.

89

p. 93.

"Hacks,

"Oper und Drama,"

Ibid.,

in which Omphale sees

That man will continue to

Sinn und Form.

6(1973),

p. 124-1.
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develop towards an unreachable ideal,
always be better,

that the best of worlds can

is implicit in AgelaosT reply to his brother's

boast :
Alkaios : Der erste bin ich, mein die nahe Zukunft.
Agelaos:
Die spaetre Zukunft ist die groessere.
(p. 412)
"Morgen,"

91 Hacks,

writes Hacks,
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"wird dem Positiven Positiveres folgen."^

p. 41.
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CONCLUSION

In this thesis I have attempted to define Hacks’s quasi-programmatic
statement,

"Gegenstand der juengsten Kunst...ist das Verhaeltnis

der Utopie zur Realitaet,”

in terms of his dramatic praxis.

We

have seen that Hacks’s later plays are constructed around the con¬
trast between an ahistorical protagonist who embodies the utopian
ideal of the individual whose authentic human essence has been ’’re¬
stored" in communism,

a concept derived from the philosophical com¬

munism of the young Marx,

and Historical Man who,

limited and self-

estranged as an inescapable consequence of his historicity,
always fall short of the utopian ideal.
essay about his first play,

must

In a recently published

Herzog Ernst (1954),

Hacks discusses

the central problem of his later plays:
Seit der Polly und dem Mattukat ist es Hacks’ Grundthema
die Idee der Vollkommenheit,
die mit dem Willen zur
Durchfuehrbarkeit streitet; und mit diesen beiden Figuren
habe ich meinen eigentuemlichen Helden gefunden: den, der
zwischen den wohlerkannt feindlichen Polen des Gedachten
und des Gemachten durch zukunftsgerichtetes Tun zu vermitteln vermag.92
Hacks is a dialectician;

his argument is not one-sided—indeed, con¬

tradiction is central to it.

Thus,

he recognizes on the one hand

that utopia is an historically unrealizable goal which exists only
"in der Erinnerung und in der Hoffnung” and does not lose himself in
ineffective utopian day-dreaming which is blind to the constraints of
historical reality.

On the other hand,

however,

fend a conservative political realism which,
dream from its actions,

he does not de¬

by excluding the utopian

idealizes and preserves an imperfect status

92peter Hacks, "Die Entstehung des 'Herzog Ernst’,” in Eroeffnungen:
Schriftsteller ueber ihr Erstlingswerk. ed. Gerhard Schneider (Berlin
and Weimar: Aufbau Verlag, 1974), p. 152.

quo and leads to stagnation and cessation of development.
Hacks advocates,

rather,

is

"zukunftsgerichtetes Tun"

What
which de¬

rives its impulse from the dialectical tension between utopia and
historical reality,

historical action which is given direction by

the utopian design and is not simply an accommodation to the demands
of existing reality.

"Social revolutions,"
utopia and history.

writes Kolakowski,

"are a compromise between

The tool of the revolution is utopia,

and the

material is the social reality on which one wants to impose a new
form.It is not Hacks's intention,
ic utopian forms,

however,

to predict specif¬

to propose a utopian design which is to be used as

a measuring stick for social reality: he leaves the concepts "Utopie"
and "Vollkommenheit" purposely vague and abstract.Rather,

the

central idea in his later plays is the principle of perpetual revo¬
lution,

of the continual transformation of reality according to a

utopian design.

Thus,

in my discussion of the three plays by Hacks,

I have identified a second contradiction,

one which is perhaps more

fundamental to Hacks's statement than the contrast,
preceding paragraph,

mentioned in the

between Restored Man and Historical Man.

is the contradiction between two modes of consciousness,

®^Kolakowski,

This

between two

p. 67.

^This statement must be qualified somewhat since,
as I have pointed
out above,
Hacks does develop the contrast between Tassow's authen¬
ticity and the inauthentic attitudes and values of the agricultural
workers rather concretely.
In Amphitryon and Omphale. however,
Hacks deals with the question of authenticity somewhat more abstractly
by using sensual love as a "Zeichen fuer die Emanzipation" and thus
allows his second theme,
the dialectic of stasis and perpetual revo¬
lution,
to assume central importance.
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tendencies at work in history,

between the revolutionary spirit

which negates and seeks to transcend existing reality and the con¬
servative spirit which attempts to idealize and preserve the ex¬
isting order of things.

By assigning a positive value to the "dia¬

lectical method of negation and going beyond" and by holding such
figures as Blasche,

Mercury,

and. Iphicles,

servative tendency,

up to ridicule,

who embody the con¬

Hacks criticizes the compla¬

cency and stagnation characteristic of bureaucratic political systems.
"The worst form of alienation,"

writes the French Marxist Lefebvre,

"is the blocking up of development."

Hacks,

rather than criticiz¬

ing specific forms of alienation and inauthenticity,
complacency and false consciousness which,
as the realization of the ideal,
utopia and reality and,

attacks the

by affirming the actual

defuzes the contradiction between

thus putting an end to all development, per¬

petuates all forms of inauthenticity and self-estrangement.

Yet,

the denial of any contradiction between the utopian design and

historical reality,

the false consciousness which Hacks repudiates,

is precisely what the Party demands of the writer,

who is expected

to affirm existing reality as the realization of utopia:
Die Schriftsteller der DDR dagegen sind durch ihre Lebensverhaeltnisse gezwungen,
das dialektische Band zwischen
Wirklichkeit und Moeglichkeit zu zerschneiden.
Die Moeglichkeit,
naemlich die Welt der Nachgeborenen,
ist ihnen zur
Darstellung freigegeben.
Nicht so die Wirklichkeit der
DDR ueberall dort,
wo sie sich schlechterdings vor dem
Blick des Heutigen nicht in ein dialektisches Verhaeltnis
bringen lasst zum gesellschaftlichen Finalzustand.^

95'Mayer,

"Die Literatur der DDR und ihre Widersprueche,"

p. 381.
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The Party and its policies are exempt from the radical criticism
which is central to the dialectical method of Marxism;
is permitted only in the form of "Selbstkritik,"

criticism

an admission of

heresy which the orthodoxy requires of those who have deviated from
the Party line.

It is ironic,

as Brettschneider points out,

dass in den Konflikten, welche die gegenwaertige Obrigkeit der DDR.. .mit einigen Schriftstellem hat,
die
Schriftsteller, wenn sie auf Veraenderung zielen, sich
dogmatisch korrekt verhalten, und dass die Obrigkeit
antidialektisch handelt, wenn sie sich weigert,
das
Erreichte kritisch betrachtet zu sehen.96
To the central contradiction of Hacks’s later plays,

then,

the

contradiction between the revolutionary spirit and the tendency to¬
wards stasis,

belongs the eternal conflict—exacerbated,

to be sure,

in the intellectually repressive climate of East Germany—between the
intellectual and the inherent conservatism of political power.And
in dealing with this contradiction,

Hacks defines the role of the

writer in a socialist society (and his own role as a socialist writer),
for,
Hacks,

as Raddatz correctly observes: "Man muss dabei verstehen, dass
warm immer er diese Stoerfunktion des Individuums beschreibt,

die Funktion des Schriftstellers beschreibt

^Brettschneider,

p. 42.

97"Schon Platons philosophische Diktatoren erkannten das Urgesetz
alien geistigen Lebens: Dynamik, Veraenderung,
stete Neugeburt.
Und sie wussten: das Urgesetz der Macht heisst Statik,
Beharren.
Darum konnte und durfte es keine Ehe zwischen den beiden geben."
Brettschneider, p. 28.
98Raddatz, pp. 424-425.
Raddatz is commenting on Hacks’s state¬
ment: "Dann stoert und foerdert er Jupiter die Welt,
so wie die
Vorstellung menschlicher Vollkommenheit allzeit die Welt stoert und
foerdert."
See Peter Hacks,
”Zu meinem ’Amphitryon’ .’’ Theater
heute.
3 (1968), p. 55.
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The identification of Hacks's revolutionary protagonists with the
writer and the antagonistic relationship which obtains between the
writer and the party are made explicit in Tassow.

Tassow abandons

the sphere of immediate political activity to become a writer:
Mein Herr,
ich such mir einen andren Acker
Fuer mein Geschaeft,
die karge Saat der Zukunft
Mit Zangen aus dem Boden hochzuziehen.
Ich werde Schriftsteller.
(p. 275)
The future and its contradiction to the present are the true con¬
cern of the writer: "Die Zukunft ist sein wahres Vaterland,
ihr Generalkonsul ist er

hier."9^

Historical reality,

is entrusted to the mediocre apparatchik,

Blasche,

als

however,

who finds any

mention of further contradictions in the new socialist state suspect,
and in whose eyes

"Keine Bewegung,

Lenkung braucht die Zeit."

battle line between art and ideology is thus clearly drawn.

^Hacks,
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